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Preface.
We live, doing our business, everyday routine, solving our problems etc.,
say, but do not lie:
How to be happy?
How to avoid death and live always HERE and
NOW, being yourselves?
How to feel and sense emotions which take your breath
away?
What is the secret of true Love?

These notions seem to be easy to understand, but nowadays most
people cannot answer these questions.
Why cannot people Live in Love, Happiness and Joy nowadays? It is so
easy: to be a Happy person and feel incredible Joy, being in Love.
What is our problem?
Is it the state we live in? But there are other countries, and people living in
these countries, they are also unhappy, they do not feel Love and Joy. Why
cannot we feel like multidimensional and intelligent people, illuminated by
Love?
Why have we forgotten about these multidimensional features?
People, realize that you have forgotten about the state of Love, distance of
Love. You have forgotten your Love. You keep away from Love, you have
become attached to your relatives, families, husbands, wives etc., you do
not notice anything beyond this circle. You are stuck to your halves, depriving them of their Live Space. People often take passion for Love. But
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passion is transient, it leaves just ruins. The human race has forgotten what
true Love is.
You have forgotten that Love is a state and distance. Feelings and sensations you can feel now are not Love, this is rather anti-Love. You betrayed
Love and made a substitution; We have revealed it and We will tell you
about it in this multidimensional book.
Revive your true and waiting for you, burning, multidimensional Love and
then you will not be able to escape Happiness and Joy. We know it for
sure.
We wish you Love, Happiness and Joy, our dear and Beloved people
…
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Multidimensional work.
Starting our fifth book, We want to warn you about inevitable facing
blocks, nodes and unfinished affairs of your lives. Why do We start the
book from this information? Regarding the existence of these blocks,
nodes and remains of unfinished affairs in one of our books (We call it
“dirt”), We prepare you for your future work. You must understand: your
“dirt” wraps you and it does not let the light of the Galaxies and Universes
into your body. We have described the maximum volume and
multidimensity of the Spaces, We have connected you to them and to your
fair Spaces of your Spaces. Now if you want to feel the whole volume of
your Spaces, you have to study all the “dirt” of your previous lives. Now
the maximum multidimensional energy of information is reflected on the
Earth, in your bodies. You must be ready for the full receiving of the volume energy. We gave you the prayer, with the help of which you could get
rid of your “dirt”. But despite your work it was decided to create the Space
for you, which you could use for undoing all the nodes and blocks from
your previous lives. This Space, in which you will be able to get rid of all
the “dirt” will exist for a short period of time. That is why We ask you not
to delay realizations of your plans which can be done now. It is our basic
condition.
NOW We will show you the Space you will be able to see with your inner
vision. This Space has a shape of a dark-blue cloud, it is our CoCreation.
In this cloud you will be able to get rid of all the “dirt”, you have collected
during your previous reincarnations on the Earth. You can ask such questions as: “Why must we work with our “dirt”? We are quite well and all
these things are just fantasy”. We will not answer such questions; We are
expecting Live questions from live people. Dead people will remain dead,
but even for them there will be the moment in timelessness, when they
come back to life … We will explain in details and demonstrate how to
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work with the Space of the cloud, but you must know and understand, you
must be aware of the process of clearing of the Space of the dark-blue
cloud. “Why should we clear the Space of the cloud?”- you can ask. Just
realize that within this dark-blue Space NOW and HERE We have placed
all the “dirt” of your previous reincarnations. Processing it you will clear
this dark-blue cloud and thus, your own Space. Besides, you have to realize: We have closed your “dirt” within this cloud and liberated you and
your bodies for a very short period. What is Our plan? It is very simple:
We want you not to leave the Earth but to stay in your bodies and continue
the fair, multidimensional motion you have already started. We want you
to do it with Us. There are changes on the Earth and in your bodies NOW.
You cannot even imagine real power of the energy going through your
bodies every 1.5 milliseconds. Unless you get rid of the ”dirt” in your bodies, you will leave the Earth and you will be reincarnated again, you will
have to start everything from the very beginning… and you are not sure to
continue the multidimensional motion in your future life. For this very
purpose We have CoCreated this dark-blue cloud for you HERE and NOW
and placed there all the “dirt” from all your previous lives. We want many
people to stay on the Earth, We need you, and We Love all of you very
much. You, people able to hear Us, will stay in your bodies and being
within our hectares with realization of the Reality we will feel the Earth
and all the creatures of the Earth, together We will create a harmonic program. Together We will feel all the Universes and Galaxies, each through
his own Space of his own Planet. And you know … it is already in process in timelessness, you just want to live with incredible ease! To Live
CoCreating and realizing inspiring projects, which were CoCreated in
Love. It was Real, Fair, Free Love between a man and a woman. We want
all of you to understand the multidimensional motion. We want you to
move, when you receive the energy of information. Instead of it you just
sit and wait for something. We have to talk about it again and again as We
see that many of you, having seen the multidimensional information, cannot feel It. We go to your settlements you have built and are still building,
having felt the possibility of escape after reading the books by V. Megre
“The Clanging Cedars of Russia”. We have told you several times that the
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books by V.Megre are the predecessors of the “Rose of the World” series.
Through the series of books “The Clanging Cedars of Russia” We have
been preparing you for accepting more multidimensional energy of information. But you, looking at Us, can neither see nor feel Us. You arranged
your settlements but you forgot what Anastasia showed you. Read the series “ The Clanging Cedars of Russia” once again more attentively. You
must notice that Anastasia treat all the people of the Earth with great agitation and lightness. She does not choose, she never divide people into
“good and bad”, she does not care if people live in blocks of flats or on
their hectares, if they smoke or drink. She loves all people. Mind this fact.
Even technocratic world is loved and illuminated by Anastasia, as she cannot act in a different way. And you separated from the mankind, you peep
out of your small world, observing the whole planet, as if waiting for
something miraculous. Do you think that someone will come and set you
free? No, it will never happen. Are you waiting for the multidimensional
children able to take you to the other fair world? But you forget about real
things: to give birth to such children you have to be multidimensional
yourselves. Being aware of it, We give you the energy of information but
you turn away from it, you cannot even notice the unlimited
multidimensity. You do not want to understand that Our motion is universal, in which such people take part: Cleopart, Peter the Great, H. Roerich,
A.S. Pushkin, M. Y. Lermontov, А. Blok, Daniil Andreyev, V. Megre,
Anastasia, А. Nekrasov, N. Levashov, G. Grabovoy, Cryon, M. Zadornov,
S. Vylivnoy, М. Yeliferova and many others. Understand that We are indivisible unity, you cannot escape this Relation. People following the rules
of Anastasia do not separate themselves from our unity; we suffer seeing
you to be separated by the walls from the surrounding World.

°°°

In this book We will teach you to work hard and clear yourselves. You
must become clean inside and outside. You must have the burning fire
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which will unite you with the universal fire and universal Spirit. We compressed a time interval into a single point. NOW and HERE you contain all
your lives and deeds, you have ever done living on the Earth. Many of you
misbehaved but it is always possible to balance and harmonize everything.
We are sure you will process your “dirt” and clear your Space. You can
live on the Earth only your bodies and souls clean, without any “dirt”.
Those people who cannot make themselves clean will leave the Earth and
continue their reincarnations. We do not frighten you, understand it, We
Love you so much and We want to prepare you for accepting the new energy.
So, let us regard, how you can process the Space of the dark-blue
cloud.
You must understand and realize everything, press your left hand to
your chest and say out your multidimensional speech:
“Dear CREATOR of the visible Universe, I am your son (daughter), I
want to clear myself, my Space and the universal Spaces”.
After pronouncing this preface you must feel shivering through your cells, your
cells are being connected to everything existing and forthcoming in the Universes.

Dear Father, I can see a dark-blue cloud in front of me, it contains all
the sins and “dirt” of all the inhabitants of the Earth. This cloud contains
my “dirt” too, these are my actions and thoughts during my existence on
the Planet Earth.
Dear Father, I realize everything and I can see all my “dirt” in this
cloud. It is separating from the cloud and moving slowly towards me. I
understand: This is the very moment HERE to process and get rid of my
“dirt”, I can do it only NOW. There will never be such a moment again.
Forgive me, all the Universes and Galaxies; forgive me, all the living
people of all the Universes and Galaxies. I realize it now: I hurt you too
much. You wanted me to be a reasonable man, who can feel and know the
Reality. But I did not know Who I was, I threw my “dirt” into the Univer~9~

sal Spaces, hurting Your eternal and Divine bodies. Forgive me, since this
moment I am going to process all my “dirt”.
My Father, now I understand that there is no time, and thus, all the
energy of all my lives is here with me. Realizing it and holding my left
hand on my chest, I am pronouncing my multidimensional speech, turning
into a song. Now I am singing:
People all over the Earth, forgive me. Living nature, surrounding me,
helping and tender, forgive me. All the Earth creatures, CoCreated by the
CREATOR and a Human, forgive me. The whole Earth, our dear Sun and
blue sky, everything on the Earth, friendly and dear, creating life and filling my body, forgive me. I know you are the part of my relations. At this
moment of eternal NOW I am accepting you, and it means that the particle
of you is inside me. I can feel animals and insects inside, sea, river and
ocean creatures, small microbes and other microorganisms, all the nature
elements are inside my body. I can feel the Spaces of all the Galaxies and
Universes inside my body; I can see the “dirt” which has always been with
me is starting to dissolve. All my sins and block, all my disharmonic actions dissolve. I can see devils; they are eating themselves, blowing in the
universal Space.
The energy of “dirt” has entirely dissolved, and you have liberated
your heart, now it will start reconstruct a number of capillaries connecting
all the cells of your bodies.
PEOPLE, YOU ARE FREE!!!
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Your Reality is always with you,
my dear friends!
We can feel all the inhabitants of the Earth and We know their
names. We wish you only Joy, happiness and Love!!! What can be better
than these multidimensional feelings? Frankly speaking, there is nothing
better than these multidimensional feelings, as these multidimensional
feelings permanently expand, this expansion is endless. You do not understand it yet – Love is the basis of happiness and joy. You must want Love,
you must be able to resurrect It. Do you understand it? When love fills
you, your heart, every single cell of your body, you will understand what
We are talking about. We cannot understand the human race which has
never felt Love. How can you live without Love? It is impossible. We
cannot live without Love and Its light. Expand, dear inhabitants of the
Earth! We are eager to see you illuminated with the multidimensional light
of Love. So, dear friends, it is so easy that you want to tell everyone about
it. But some of you can experience certain difficulties while understanding
these simple truths. There are such contrasts. The human race cannot feel,
sense and know Love and Reality. But We will do our best to make you
feel that without Love and Reality you cannot be inspired. We and Godhumans of the Galaxies and Universes support you, giving you the multidimensional light of Love, enveloping everyone.
Everything surrounding you is multidimensional!
Your bodies cannot live without Love and Reality. Note this fact, or your
bodies will simply throw you away and you will find yourselves out of
your bodies, observing from outside the life you have refused. Then you
will contradict, saying about your misunderstanding and ignorance, asking
Us: “What is Love? Is it really multidimensional and exists in full volume?” We will provide you with a number of examples, explaining the
Multidimensionality of Love and understanding of Volume. You seem to
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struggle Us all the time, whereas you always ask Us to save you and bring
back to life. We bring you back again, but you “die” again, and ask Us to
resurrect you. And We save you again giving you this sacred and multidimensional feeling called Love. We always express our Love for you, but
you, being born again, do not remember about it; you forget that We illuminated you by ourselves and brought you to the Earth. Many of you, having read the word NOW, can say: “There are too many repetitions in your
books.” We will answer: “How can it be different?” Many of you, reading
these books just learn about the energy of information, but do not start motion. Reading these books you neither understand nor feel, and having read
it you just put the book aside and forget about the energy which has illuminated you while reading. But We are so eager to see you reasonable illuminated by the light of multidimensional motion. We want to see you as
integral people. We want to see you in the integrity of everything. Realizing it, with great creativity, We are continuing to take you to the multidimensional energy of information, lead you to LIFE, connect each of you to
your own Planet, open the multidimensionality of the Universes and Galaxies for you, introduce you to the God-people, who can give you their
Love, warming all of you. We are doing a great work. And you, reading
this book, are still staying in your small flats, miserable and narrowminded people. Perhaps, it is time to improve your mental activity. We
neither reproach nor blame you, but with special lightness We reveal the
Reality of your lives. We would like to see your understanding of the energy of information We open for you. We are in permanent motion, We
are always busy. Every Our moment is reflected in motion. We knit, sew
clothes, work out inspirable projects. We have all kinds of clothes in our
wardrobes: every two hours We can change our clothes. We have clothes
for every occasion (breakfast, dinner, supper), in such a way We demonstrate the motion and understanding of the moment. We design our clothes
with multidimensional embroideries feeling the multidimensional volume.
Our clothes have the incredible power of the Universes and Galaxies. We
put into our clothes the light of Love and the Volume of our loving and beloved Father. But you do not want to feel and understand this
multidimensitonality, you buy two or three T-shirts for summer and after
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that you are surprised by your depression. You cannot understand that you
create your slavery yourselves. You can ask: “How?” And We will tell you
how you were deprived of your initial freedom. We are always HERE and
NOW, seeing and feeling all the energy of information.
You were free and you had everything you needed, you could feel
yourselves and your multidimensional nature. Your life at that moment of
timelessness lasted about 1200 Earth years. Your average height was 3.5
meters. You did not “die” as you do now, you did not lose yourselves;
when you lose yourselves you are not people anymore. We can see the lost
person as “a stick and two eyes” or movable meat with eyes or even without eyes. It is very interesting to observe. We are often confused how and
what to talk about with such half-people. And you, having your freedom
and Reality, after 1200 years left the Earth and moved to your Planets,
your Solar systems. On your Planets you were waited for by your immortal, Divine bodies “Avatars”, in which you are immortal and you do not
know what “death ” is. But you always asked one and the same question:
why, being on the Earth, you have to leave your Earth body. Why, being
incarnated on the Earth, your bodies are mortal. Why, being on the Earth,
you cannot feel full volume of multidimensionality, permanently growing
and expanding. And We have always answered and showed you with our
own examples, how to stay alive, never dying, how to Love, living on the
Earth planet. You just had to move following Us. Some of you acquired
permanently expanding state of multidimensionality. You were these people and you were immortal. What could happen on the Earth? Why did
you find yourselves in the state of slavery, “death”, despair, lies and nonsense? Well, We will tell you.
You permited such a state. Instead of revealing your multidimensionality and stopping “dying” on the Earth, you limited the length of your
life by 60-70 years. You did not just limit your life. You managed to disconnect yourselves from your immortal, Divine “Avatar” body, which is
waiting for you on your Planet, giving you the multidimensionality and
volume of everything existing in all the Galaxies and Universes. You had
to move to this body after your leave the Earth. By your disconnection
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from your “Avatar” you made Us a number of problems. We had to catch
you in the Spaces of multidimensionality, and then before your future reincarnation We had to place you somewhere. For this purpose We created
limited energy field for you. We called it “Astral plan”. You wrote much
about this phenomenon in your one-dimensional works, without understanding that Astral plan is not endless, and it was not created by the
CREATOR. We met you there trying to show you multidimensionality,
inventing contracts for you, so that you could not just wander about the
Earth, but could do something leading you to the Reality. With great Love
We helped to fulfill them in your lives on the Earth. We supported you on
the planet and We played certain roles We had worked out before. Some
wrote down the energy of information in the books, some became the
leaders of the states, some invented medicines for suffering bodies, some
became singers, inspiring all people etc. Just understand that We are all in
one team. We provided you with certain roles you had chosen yourselves.
But, being born, you cannot hear your heart, which tries to tell you about
your role. And We have to find a substitute for you, changing the chains.
We have to duplicate you. You “die” again and in the other side you try to
prove that you are capable of performing some serious role on the Earth.
We are so tired of your narrow-mindedness, ignorance and stupidity. You
cannot even feel the source of the energy of information. Many authors
just write down “their” works without understanding. But in these works
We reveal the truth. You do not hear Us anymore becoming extremely
self-assured and self-sufficient. When We meet them (to help or direct
them, make them remember their role and make them write more
multidimensionally), We are confused as they are so “wise”, they do not
want even see Us or talk to Us. They do not want to understand who gave
them the energy of information and what for. Seeing all this, We start to
collect all the chains of energy of information. We will write down this
multidimensional information ourselves and then We will publish it in the
series of books under the title “The Rose of the World” for all the inhabitants of the Earth. You can get the starting energy from these books which
will help you to enter the Reality. Besides, We prepared the letters for all
the authors who failed to play their parts. In these letters We described the
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Reality they can realize. As they lead people astray and lose their way
themselves. The people, who decided to become the authors of the multidimensional books, to reveal multidimensional volume of information and
give it to the people of the Earth, do not fulfill even 15% of the plan. So
their non-multidimensional work becomes senseless. It is stupid and pointless. We will send letters to all these people suggesting them joining the
team with future joint motion in one direction. Sergey will prepare the letters for all the authors, and if you want he can meet you personally. He
will explain that your work is senseless, and you have to join Us, and if
you cannot realize multidimensionality, step aside and do not interfere
with the universal motion. Via him We will explain you what multidimensionality and volume is, what is the state of timelessness HERE and NOW,
what is your own Reality and universal Reality of the Universes and Galaxies. Without this starting information you are helpless and “your” written works are one-dimensional. You can be offended because of misunderstanding; some of you can refuse reading the letter. But you must understand: We created multidimensional motion which makes everyone move,
you have to move too. There are two ways: you are either with Us or you
will regret after leaving the Earth. Being on the other side you will realize
(as you will see Us and you will be ashamed) that you went past Reality,
staying in illusion, and did not perform the work you chose yourselves. We
call you for unity, as We once agreed, we want to be one team. It is the
chance of doing something reasonable in your life.
We will unite the whole world, and it is already in process, with or
without you, it does not matter anymore, as We are CoCreating the Reality
on the planet Earth. Everything is back again. We know how to CoCreate
multidimensional projects. We show it to the people expanding them. As a
result there is a motion which creates Connection and Relation, which can
never be removed. People standing still and just observing these changes,
will see the manifestation of Our words, but they will not be able to join
Our Rhythm, Our motion. Thus, keep on moving, my dear friends. Only
in motion you will be able to LIVE in full volume of the Universes and
Galaxies. We will repeat it again and again in all our books, as We hope…
that one day you will hear Us.
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Connection and Relation,
which cannot be removed.
Ah, people …, how beautiful the Universe is, this beauty charms
your heart!!! You want to cry very loudly: hear Us … people…! Stop
sleeping! Enough!
Ah, so much Creation and CoCreation there is in the Galaxies …!!!
And all this is in permanent, harmonic motion, which creates the
multidimensionality and the volume which take your breath away with
their incredible light.
Do you know what multidimensional light is?
You can say: “It is easy, the Sun creates light in our Solar system”.
But have you ever thought where does the star Sun take its light?
You can say in your misunderstanding that there are chemical processes, which create motion within the Star and it creates light.
Then tell Us, what creates this process?
“Spontaneity”, − you can say as you do not have proper arguments.
You cannot see and feel the multidimensionality creating sunshine in the
entire Golosshpervashly Galaxy.
“So what is the source of multidimensionality and light?”, − you can
ask.
Love, of course! She is the mother of all the light, She filled all the
Spaces with herself, she creates multidimensionality in all the Spaces. Do
you understand it? We have already told you that unless Love wants to illuminate the Creations of the CREATOR and all the CoCreations of the
Father and God-humans, the material component will be invisible. So, everything is very simple and at the same time very difficult for your under~ 16 ~

standing. Then explain how can another humanoid race exist in the Spaces
of the God-people, Universes and Galaxies? You made many movies in
which you showed the other inhuman, humanoid races except the human
race. Tell Us, why? The CREATOR created the human in the image and
likeness of himself. Do you understand, why? You are multidimensional
and you contain the volume of our beloved Father. You are Creators and
CoCreators, you are beautiful and you are everywhere, where you can find
the light of Love, our multidimensional Mother. Realize that you are everywhere and at the same time you are concentrated within your body.
What do you need humanoids, people …? God-people in all the Universes
and Galaxies do not know a single humanoid in the Spaces, CoCreated by
the God-human and our loving CREATOR, as there are no humanoids in
our Spaces. Your government deceives you, they know the truth. The flying object, which they told to find and examine, did not contain humanoids. “Then who was there?” – you can ask. There were the God-people
from the other Planets, and the people who did not want to live on the
Earth after the fall of the cosmic house. “What does it mean?” – you can
ask. It is a pity that not all the inhabitants of the cosmic house desired to
live on the Earth. Their souls will be transformed. We bring everything to
the initial state, and souls existing in the dead space as well. Not all the inhabitants of the cosmic house decided to come back to the Earth, some of
them stayed in the cosmic Space. It is another topic, We will tell you about
it in our future books, and now let us talk about live objects.
Tell Us what keeps the Solar system within the universal Space?
“Gravitation”, − you will answer. Is that all …? We will tell you how the
CREATOR invented the constituents of the endless integral unity.
See, you will be able to see with your own eyes CoCreation of our
Universe and the first live Planet Earth in the whole cosmic Creative
Space. “Why is it the first planet?” – you can ask. We have always told
you that there are as many people as Planets in the universal Space. So join
the universal process. Look more thoroughly with your inner vision: the
Father filled the whole Space with himself, He is CoCreating. The whole
Space is in light, it is Love illuminating Our Father and CREATOR and
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his Creation. NOW you will be able to see the CREATOR with your own
eyes, be sharp-sighted. See as every single thought of the CREATOR
builds up the single UNITY. He is like a bee bringing every his thought
into the hive of CREATION. Love becomes the indivisible part of the unity, all the cosmic energies, observing attentively, gave the part of themselves. Do you know why they decided to do it? They are curious to see
what will be the result of the CREATOR`s plan. Look more attentively,
NOW the Earth is appearing having only one continent in the middle. The
continent is surrounded by the single ocean. The entire ecosystem designed by the CREATOR is starting to function. There is no Adam yet and
some animals are missing. And cosmic energies are observing. They are
expecting the ending of the process of Creation of our loving and beloved
Father. But they do not understand that this process has no ending. As the
Father is CREATING His Creation HERE and NOW in the multidimensional eternity. Cosmic energies can notice different creations, they Created their short-lived Creations without multidimensionality and volume,
and immediately destroyed them. NOW they are very curious and they
cannot conceal it. Can you see? The Father-Creator is introducing the first
man – his fist child. You, people, called him Adam. But the Father-Creator
asked his firstborn child to choose the name for himself. Being created, the
first man felt absolute perfection in all the Father`s Creation and being Divine harmonic and implicated to eve-rything existing and forthcoming in
all the Universes and Galaxies inside his eternal immortal body, taking Sacred Relation, he called himself Luchezar!
Luchezar cried out his name for first time! And all the Ecumenical
Energies which were carefully and anxiously watched the scene happened
for the first time heard him. NOW Sergey especially felt the second part of
the name – Zar and instantly remembered himself as the first child of Adam and Eve, and the third man in the World. So - ZAR - a first name of
Sergey in his first incarnation on the Earth. We will leave Sergei alone
with his thoughts, and we will not disturb him. He must remember Himself
being along with only himself.
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When Luchezar tell for the first time his name choosing himself he
saw the Father-Creator in His Real Image. Father gently and with Love
looked at his first child, and started the Multidimensional conversation
with him:
“TELL ME, MY SON, WHAT CAN YOU FEEL?” Having looked
around Luchezar answered: “Look, Father, how much incompleteness
there is in the world. I cannot either see or feel many animals. There are
not all the insects. Ocean, sea and river creatures are missing. Microorganisms are alone. You have not counterbalanced everything yet, Father”.
Smiling, Father said: “OF COURSE, LUCHEZAR, I WANTED TO
COMPLETE CREATION WITH YOU, REALIZE THAT I DESIGNED
EVERYTHING SO THAT ALL THINGS ARE INTERCONNECTED.
THUS WE WILL START SHOWING IT WITH OUR OWN EXAMPLE.
IN THE PROCESS OF CREATION WE WILL COUNTERBALANCE
OUR CREATIONS”. “Father, You are incredible in your project. Now I
understand why You have not finished harmonically everything existing
and forthcoming in all the Universes and Galaxies. Every initiating person
will enter the Relation, and he will contribute into the Universal Creation. I
cannot see the ending of the Universal Process.” “YES, LUCHEZAR, I
DID NOT CREATE COMPLETENESS, THERE IS JUST CONTINUATION OF EVERYTHING”. “Tell me, Father, I still cannot understand
where everything will be located?” “YOU CANNOT UNDERSTAND AS
YOU ARE LOOKING FOR INCOMPLETENESS, BUT I HAVE NOT
CREATED IT. LOOK, LUCHEZAR, THERE IS THE EARTH! HOW
BEAUTIFUL AND FUNNY EVERYTHNG IS! THE LION IS RUNNING, LOOK AT IT. TELL ME WHY I HAVE LOCATED HIM IN
TOUR LANDS?” “Father, how beautiful he is, I can see his muscle move,
I can feel him inside my body, it seems to me as if I were running with
him”. “AND HERE LOOK, THE EAGLE FLYING IS TRYING TO
CATCH YOUR ATTENTION AND HE HAS MANAGED TO DO IT,
HASN`T HE?”. “How can I neglect it, the eagle`s flight is so beautiful”.
“SO, LUCHEZAR, ALL THE EARTH`S CREATURES, I HAVE CREATED OR CREATED IN RELATION, WILL ALWAYS LOOK FOR
YOU ATTENTION, NOT ONLY YOUR ATTENTION BUT ALL THE
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PEOPLE. I DECIDED SO AND IT IS THE MANIFESTATION OF
HARMONY, IT IS CONNECTION. BUT YOU HAVE TO BE VERY
CAREFUL WITH ALL THE EARTH`S CREATURES, THE SURROUNDING NATURE AND EVERYTHING EXISTING AND
FORTHCOMING IN ALL THE UNIVERSES AND GALAXIES. THIS
IS THE PRINCIPLE OF HARMONY IN ALL JOINT CREATIONS
AND COCREATIONS. LUCHEZAR, WE HAVE TO PREAPARE THE
SPACE FOR YOUR LOVE. DO YOU UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE
TALKING ABOUT?” “Yes, Father, I can feel and sense the Girl in the
Universal Space. Who is She?” “SHE IS THE MOTHER OF THE HUMAN RACE IN THE EXISTING UNIVERSE BUT WE HAVE TO
WORK HARD BEFORE HER APPEARANCE. WE WILL COCREATE
YOUR JOINT SPACE I WILL TAKE HER TO”.
With inspiration Father and Luchezar Created the space and then …
Here is She, the Mother of all people is descending onto the Earth.
What beauty there is in HER body, She has multidimensional harmony.
Here is She. Luchezar, looking at Her, could not find proper words. He
was standing and staring in surprise. SHE approached smiling and pronounced:
− ARE YOU WAITING FOR ME?
And he cannot say a single word.
− WELL, LUCHEZAR, SAY, AM I GOOD FOR YOU? – Eve asked
playfully.
− OR YOU EXPECTED TO SEE SOMEONE ELSE?
He was looking into her eyes and just nodding in assent with her
words. Their first meeting was a bit funny but only Love was guilty of it.
Luchezar felt pain in his chest, His Heart was burning. These unusual feelings made Him keep silence. And SHE was going on talking:
− TELL ME SOMETHING, OR I AM NOT FEMININE ENOUGH?
OR YOU REALLY DID NOT WANT TO SEE ME? THEN I WILL
DISAPPEAR.
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− NO…, − Luchezar cried out, − YOU ARE BEAUTIFUL! IT IS
LOVE BURNING INSIDE, IT MAKES ME SILENT.
− WHY DO YOU BLAIM LOVE, ANSWER YOURSELF.
−I AM JUST STARTING TO LIVE, YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL!
– Luchezar cried out into the Space. – YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL …,
HOW DID YOU CALL YOURSELF. I AM EAGER TO INTRODUCE
YOU TO EVERYONE.
− I AM EVE, − said the multidimensional Goddess laughing into the
Spaces, playing, touching and caressing everything. She was looking into
Luchezar`s eyes.
The Father rejoiced at His children. In His dream He could see myriads of Planets, illuminated by the myriads of Suns, He felt the mankind
with Himself, He existed NOW and he is existing HERE. He LIVES in
every single cell of your body but you do not notice Him. You removed
your Relation, turned it into slavery. NOW you are all slaves and you create this slavery yourselves. All cosmic energies are baffled watching you.
They cannot understand how a God-human could turn into a slave. Our Father did not Create slaves, HE gave absolute freedom to his children. And
what did you do with your freedom? You turned freedom into slavery. Only you are guilty of it. In all the Universes and Galaxies only you are
slaves, all the other are God-people. You ask for help but you refuse to accept it. In all the epochs We came and gave you multidimensional freedom, but not all of you accepted it, you preferred to be slaves. In all times
you gave your freedom to the other slave, giving him power and expecting
positive result. But what could a slave do? His actions were slavish. Using
his power he took your freedom depriving you of everything you had.
Coming to you, We showed and explained multidimensionality saying:
“You will be able to LIVE, embracing the Volume in all its multidimensional manifestation, it cannot be different”. And again We are telling you
about the Volume and multidimensionality, showing your Spaces, Planets,
Avatars (your immortal bodies) and many other things HERE and NOW.
And what are you doing? We cannot see you move, and if you continue
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this practice you will “die”, and being born again you will not remember
yourselves, you will be lost for the God-people having Relation for a thousand earth years. By all means We are trying to show you your situation.
So, choose by yourselves, We will accept any choice of yours.
At the moment the authors of all not primitive books get information
only from Us. But not all of them can feel Us, they just write down books,
their thinking one-dimensional, and thus they take all the people into a
maze. You did not even have an idea to create society uniting all the authors. You can see only yourselves, pretending that you do something essential, but you cannot feel what this is. Hear Us and stop separating from
the other authors. You have to fulfill your contract you signed. And do you
know who is not sleeping? Only Cryon. He and Lee Carroll, being on the
Planet Oyziros, agreed to cooperate. Cryon believed Lee, feeling the Universal Rhythm of the Universes. They CoCreated their roles and Lee Carroll came to the Earth. What is the result? Lee is sleeping accepting incomplete information, and We have to remove distortion and disinformation. It is the first time of Lee Carroll on the Earth, he is sleeping, performing only 5 % of his mission, the rest 95 % are not revealed yet. That is
why Lee, feeling his Planet, deceiving all the people writes down distorted
information, saying that people acquire Reality after “death” remembering
themselves. We have to correct him, saying that it is only about those
who perform missions on the other Planets, like Cryon or Lee Carroll.
You, people of the Earth, stay in one-dimensional sphere, being reborn
unable to break the vicious circle. I showed you the Spheres and you could
learn this information from the fourth book, you could even see these
Spheres on the cover of the book. We understand multidimensionally that
Lee is leading people to the maze. We take responsibility of breaking the
agreement between Lee and Cryon, but he has one more chance to become
the part of Our team. We will write him a letter, in which We will describe
his mission in details. We will even help him to understand everything We
have written as, frankly speaking, he will not be ready for Our multidimensional letter. We will make a small remark, according to which Lee
will be able to ask Crayon about our words. But if he does not hear, We
will ask Cryon to stop dictating Lee, as Lee`s work is one-dimensional and
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does not correspond to the level of work We CoCreate. It will happen to
all the authors. Enough, We have long tolerated your one-dimensional perception and inability to understand Us. We told through Sergey that all the
authors would receive the letters from Us and in these letters We will try to
create small remarks so that they could realize and understand everything
written. We made multidimensional steps in the whole Volume of all the
Spaces. All the Spaces responded and joined Us. We are all in the same
RHYTHM OF ALL THE RHYTHMS and now no one can avoid motion.
You will survive if you create motion with Us and create multidimensionality and Volume inside your bodies. You will survive if you connect to
your Planets and to your immortal, Divine AVATAR bodies. There is no
other way of staying on the Earth in REALITY. The other way is to leave
the Earth and be born again in permanent search. Being born again and
again you look for the REALITY and CREATOR. You read a lot of books
and follow them into nowhere, as no one still understands what the REALITY is in the volume and multidimensional understanding. Only the authors of “The Rose of the World” series can provide the starting multidimensional base in their books as I am dictating them. These people are My
close friends and they can hear Me. No one on the Earth except these people can do it, no one. That is why if you do not catch the saving multidimensional rope there are no chances for you to acquire REALITY during
1000 years. Later on We will come to the Earth again and We will create
the multidimensional motion for you but We are not sure that you will accept It. This process is endless. All my beloved friends caught the multidimensionality and volume, they will survive, appearing in REALITY. It
is your choice, people!!!
We showed you the other way – one-dimensional state and absence
of way out. You have the way out and you have always had it, but you …
°°°
There is such a notion in the Universes: the multidimensional state
permanently expands and the volume contains this state. That is why the
God-human is infinite. We permanently grow in all senses. Our bodies
reach 45 meters. Of course, you cannot understand what We are telling
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you about but We are still giving you this information in advance without
hiding anything. With great joy We give out multidimensional energy, getting rid of our duty. So that you could not blame Us that We concealed
something from you when you leave the Earth. We always grow in all
senses. If you saw Us in Our real bodies you would never realize what you
see. People, realizing multidimensionality, will gradually start growing.
The organs you have forgotten about will start growing in your bodies.
And inevitably you will be taller. Your friends, unable to realize this process, will hinder you, saying that it is nonsense, it is impossible and you
have to see the doctor, all the doctors. We warn you: ignore such people.
Move towards yourselves, towards multidimensional and volume human,
as all of you were God-people.
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Reality surrounding you.
To live is so easy and interesting that you want to tell all the
strangers about it. But when you start talking to people about it, very soon
you have a desire to run away, to leave. But where? We are all interconnected, there are Enlighted, and the rest are unfortunately sleeping. Wake
up! Stop asking Us about money, health, children, happiness, Love, joy
etc. You can have even more. Each of you has his own Planet illuminated
by your own Sun in the Universal Space, and We have already told you
about it. Unfortunately the majority of people read this information but did
not understand it. Look around! What can you see? The sky, clouds, green
grass in summer, towns, buildings, animals in the zoo or on TV, chaos is
all over the world, people “die” every day. Realize absurd and tragedy of
this state. This is all you can tell Us. And what can We suggest you HERE
and NOW: multidimensional communication, volume perception of the
Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies, your Planets waiting for you to find
your Avatar bodies, Intergalactic communication, Love, Creative Space of
Our loving and beloved Father, permanent motion, in which you will never
know what “death” is, you will find Joy, Happiness and many other things.
We will reveal the knowledge you have lost. By the way, have you ever
thought, what clouds consist of, and why the sky is so changeable? The
Father-CREATОR designed he sky changeable, intelligent, vivid. Did you
know about it? Your scientists wrote different scientific works, in which
they claimed that clouds consist of dead water, water circulation in nature
and that is all. What circulation are you talking about? Why and how do
clouds know how much water they must contain, how to process it and
give it back to you? Scientists cannot explain it as they do not feel. Clouds
are live, they know and feel how much water to contain and how to revive
it. To revive, make it live. But you are scared of rain and usually escape it.
Your factories, polluting the atmosphere, cannot cause clouds any harm, as
the nature of clouds is multidimensional. They know and feel Our loving
Father, they know that “death” does not exist, but there is permanent mo~ 25 ~

tion. Rain, dripping onto the Earth is the part of everything existing and
forthcoming in all the Universes and Galaxies. It has the power you cannot
feel, it has multidimensionality and volume. Not only clouds on the Earth
contain multidimensional game of the Rhythm of all the Rhythms, but also
small worms, trees, insects, microorganisms, birds, animals, ocean, sea and
river creatures, all the micro flora, everything the human race deals with.
And only the human of the Earth is detached from this Rhythm of the
Rhythms. What is the reason of this? We have always asked this question
but never found the answer. People, the Father created you in such a way
that you can contain not only the nature and animals of the Earth but also
the nature and animas of the other Galaxies. Your bodies, Avatars, contain
all the multidimensional energy of information. You, people of the Earth
cannot feel through your immortal Divine bodies, you are disconnected
from everything existing. Only you know for sure how you were disconnected. We can just tell you how to get your multidimensional nature back
again. Why is your average height just about 1 m. 70 сm? Why do your
bodies miss 48 organs? Why do you “die”? Why cannot you feel? Remember the movie “Gulliver. A Voyage to Lilliput”, everyone remembers
the events in this non-fictional story. So, We are Gullivers, and you are
lilliputs. Divide the word Gulliver into constituents. What do We have?
Gu- means “teacher”, -lli- is intellectual thinking, -ver means “containing”. We came to you in our initial bodies, but you were scared and ran
away. But your Avatar bodies are the same as Ours. When there are 5% of
people, realizing multidimensional nature of your Earth body, what do you
think, will happen? You will start growing; your medium height will be 5
meters. Then you will be able to understand Us. You will be able to understand the Creative Space We have told you about. But let us expand more.
Look, the cells of your bodies contain all the light of the Universes and
Galaxies, having complete energy of information. You, living-beings,
move in your multidimensional bodies but you cannot feel it. Your bodies,
receiving information from your Avatars, have a multidimensional picture
of the Reality. In our Reality not only the fauna is diverse, there is also diversity of rivers, seas, oceans. Besides, in Our Reality new branches appear all the time, and then the new ones and again up to infinity. The Real~ 26 ~

ity can be created only if you have your own Space. Without your Space
you are stuck in illusion and reincarnation circle. You have to expand and
as quickly as possible. Via our books We take you to your Spaces, and
through your Spaces you can feel and sense multidimensionally the Spaces
of the Universes and Galaxies.
Let us regard the information We are giving you from the other
viewpoint. Imagine that you live on a distant island. You think that you
have everything you need on your island: water, food, clothes, cars, roads,
industry, there is even the President etc. Living on the island you do not
realize that beyond your island at a distance of 1000 km there is a continent which is 1000 times bigger than your island is. You think like this: we
are alone and nothing else exists. People, inhabiting the continent know
about you but they do not communicate with you. You live your own life,
being born again and again. But every time you are born again, you forget
yourself, your previous life. The length of your life is 100 years, after 100
years you leave your life and reincarnate again. The people on the continent live much longer, their lives last about 20000 years, and after it they
do not die, they move to live to the other continent situated at a distance of
2000 km from the island. You can ask, why people from the continent do
not notice the human race from the island. And why people from the continent do not die, but just move to the other continent. It is very simple:
they do not die, as they know that “death” does not exist for them, they
know that there is no “death” for the island people. Then you can ask, why
people from the island “die”? These people lived on the continent with the
other people, they did not know what “death” is but they went to the island
with a certain mission. In this mission they wanted to forget themselves.
They did it because someone wanted to play trick on them. And they, joking, went to the island and there they lost themselves. Then gradually the
people on the island got used to the idea of “death”, which inevitably
comes and takes you to nowhere. People managed not to notice it for a
long time but gradually they were getting blind and finally they surrendered and “died”. The people on the continent, being aware of what happened, came to see the people on the island, trying to explain that there is
no “death”, that it was just a joke. But people on the island could not either
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understand or feel any more, their lifestyle was primitive. They forgot
about their multidimensional Spaces they had left on the continent. These
Spaces create eternity and motion. People forgot that in this joke there was
certain idea, they were about to catch it but they failed to do it in a game.
The human race from the island was lost. People forgot who they were,
they could not feel any more, they did not CoCreate their own and universal projects …
Here is your Reality. People, you had lived in the Reality but you fell
asleep. We have already told you, that you are in coma and you will be
able to recover only when you accept multidimensionality and volume of
your Spaces, your Planets with your immortal Avatar bodies waiting for
you. Wake up, people!!! Stop “dying”, let us Live, CoCreating wonderful
joint projects. It is time for you to stop pitying yourselves, as misery creates humiliation and stops motion. Who can you pity? You all are the Gods
and the Gods are almighty. Look at the grass growing in the field. It
knows when to start growing, that its growth is endless. Even if someone
wants to destroy it, it will appear again. And have you ever seen small
squirrels jumping from one branch of the tree to the other; they are not
afraid of falling down and no one can persuade them that such jumps are
dangerous. Bears make shelters for themselves never being afraid of damaging their claws but they could surrender and stop caring for themselves.
They could sleep in the house built for them, they could stop looking for
food, hoping somebody to feed them and forget altogether what they are.
But bears, squirrels and other animals have never forgotten what they are.
Then why have you, people, lost and forgotten yourselves? NOW many
people will start thinking and even remember their unfinished affairs. You
will remember that in your immortal Avatar bodies you could CoCreate
the most wonderful Creations. How you could rejoice, laugh never knowing grief and sadness: these meaningless words were strange for you.
NOW try to look through your body and see the light of the Spaces of the
Universes and Galaxies. Why do We ask you to look via your bodies? It is
very simple. The cells of your bodies reflect all the Spaces of the Universes. When you feel multidimensional motion within your bodies you will
realize what multidimensionality and volume is. Look, your body is trans~ 28 ~

parent and there is immense Space behind it. Look carefully: NOW We
help you to see the entire multidimensional Golosshpervashly Galaxy,
NOW it is within your bodies. These words must become your motive
power, start moving. You can see red stars, they are like small triangulars
reflecting in your bodies; this is the Aldebaran constellation with its strict
but picturesque view. This constellation is blue, it is like a circle of Saturn
surrounds the source of light, this is the constellation of the Sky Cat, it is
very bright and fluffy. This fluffy effect is created by the bright light in the
center of the constellation. Now you can see myriads of weirdly shaped
constellations. But if you look more attentively you will see the spiral consisting of all these constellations. There are 4 spirals of this kind in Our
Galaxy, We have already told you about it. NOW and HERE We will connect your earth bodies to the Golosshpervashly Galaxy. The entire
Golosshpervashly Galaxy is connected to your immortal Avatar bodies.
Now the Galaxy will be reflected in your earth bodies. You can say: “You
have told that our earth bodies reflect everything existing in the Universes.” Yes, these were our words but you cannot feel it and We wish you all
the best. To feel and see you need Our help. We can take any person to the
multidimensional Space. We have told you about feelings and senses,
with their help you can feel and realize everything. When you can feel you
will get the information. You will never forget these feelings. It means that
you have connected yourselves to the Golosshpervashly Galaxy. And now
try to feel inside your bodies the Space of 150000 light-years, this is the
approximate volume of Our Galaxy. Listen to your feelings and sensations.
What are they telling you about? Sergey, for example, said like this: “I feel
as if I were the entire Galaxy. I feel like in A.S. Pushkin`s fairy-tale about
tsar Saltan: “In her braids a crescent beams. On her brow a bright star
gleams.” My body consists of the Galaxy elements. There are stars, constellations, light, volume within my body; besides I can feel the people living in their Spaces on their Planets. And all this is the part of me. And this
is the LINK, RELATION. You cannot be deprived of this. It is so unusual.
Besides, everything happening on the Earth is also reflected in your bodies. Now I want to ask myself:
− Who am I?
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− All my life I perceived myself as a limited creature, never knowing
that there are no boundaries. I remember the words of Cryon: I AM
WHAT I am, or I again, I again, I again, and it never ends. Just realize that
you are the whole Universe, all the Universes, all the Galaxies, you are
everything existing and forthcoming, you are everywhere, you are Gods”.
Fix in your bodies these sensation you can feel at the moment. At this very
moment, HERE and NOW, your earth body has been connected. Now you
can embrace more Spaces with your body. Try to look deeper into your
body. You will be able to see the incredible number of the Galaxies, they
are different in colour. Can you feel the LINK? This is your LINK with
them? You are the part of everything existing and forthcoming in the Universes. Now when you know it, what are you going to do with this energy
of information? If We were you We would start motion. Think it over.
Everything existing on the Earth is reflected in your body; or rather it must
be reflected. Plants, trees, bushes, mountains, seas, rivers and oceans, including animals and microorganisms must be reflected in your bodies. And
what do you think, how you could communicate with all these objects?
You can do it only via your body, via the light radiating by it, which illuminates everything existing and forthcoming in all the Universes. We will
show you all the Existing and forthcoming Spaces. But accepting all this
you must start motion, otherwise it will be senseless. This book is your trial: either you will realize everything or leave the state of Reality.
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Arkaim.
NOW, writing these lines, Sergey is in Arkaim, the city of the Sun,
he is overflowed with the feelings, sensations and complete information of
this great city. Feeling information, processing it within his body, Sergey
can see himself living in Arkaim. Now you can also get this information.
Arkaim is a big city; We usually call it a settlement. The land of
Arkaim is divided into hectares. The building the scientists were able to
find was a boarding house. You could see it in the books and on the Internet. It was built when people were starting to fall asleep. We pulled all the
cells of multidimensional information into this building; this information
could still be perceived by the mankind. Before it, people accepted information multidimensionally, expanded and moved in one Rhythm of all the
Rhythms of the Universes and Galaxies. The Reality was reflected from
the people living at that moment of timelessness. You had all the initial
knowledge. Every God-human, for example, had his own live space ship
grown by himself. Your live space ships had perpetual motor. We will describe it for you:
− In the center of the ship there are insects. These insects irritate you
very much now. They built a live sphere and the midges, creating their
own hierarchy, inhabited this sphere at your permission. The hierarchy of
midges was multi-functional: there were guards, workers and sires. Before
the start of the space ships, the midges within the sphere performed certain
motions, which seemed chaotic at first. There are many energy streams
which regulate physical processes; and the midges whirled these streams
so that the ship dived into the space corridor and could then find itself at
incredible distance. We can tell you that there is no such distance: distance
does not exist at all if all the Universes and Galaxies are reflected in a human body. The midges knew for sure what corridor to dive into and where
to appear. You, people, could feel everything alive: flying, crawling and
swimming – it was your indivisible part, as well as all the Universes. You
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LIVED, not just survived on the Earth. You Created and CoCreated. You
could accept Love, keep it and even increase. You were multidimensional
and volume. But why not to create the Reality, human? Why not to expand
endlessly? You have destroyed Our work again. As the people of the world
were falling asleep, it was decided to concentrate all the energy of the
knowledge (even children of the God-people knew about them) in the center of the settlement. There were built the walls of the boarding-house
which reflected a half of the Universe. “Why only half?” – you can ask.
We had been thinking for a long time how to keep this multidimensional
information for you. We took a decision to extract this energy and redispose it all over the Earth, but the main part of it was concentrated in
Arkaim. If you look at the schemes and maps of Arkaim, you will be able
to see one spiral of our Golosshpervashly Galaxy. There are four cities of
the kind on the Earth. You have found only two of them. They are Arkaim
and Stonehenge. The other two We will reveal for you in the nearest time.
That is why it is true that Arkaim is a city. In the boos by V. Megre you
could find the information of Arkaim, but this information is not complete.
We add some information for you, filling all the gaps and cavities.
Sergey and Helena Roerich (you know this incarnation of her very
well) closed this miraculous city with the boarding-house, redistributing
the energy of information. They closed this city as people started to fall
asleep, they were becoming “savages”, people did not need Arkaim, they
did not even want to know about it. Sergey and Helena put the forgotten
energy into the cells, conserving it. After that there was the period of division into good and bad, day and night on the Earth. It happened because
you closed the energy of information; people did not want either feel or
know the multidimensional distribution of the energies over the Earth.
That is why non-existent night appeared on the Earth. We want to tell you
that there is no night, it did not exist on the Earth, it was permanent day,
Love illuminated every angle, every centimeter of your beloved Earth.
You must remember it. There was neither day nor night; there was permanent, multidimensional LIGHT. And it was wonderful. You all LIVED
your own lives in your own Spaces, you did not know about “grief and
sorrow” or “emptiness and depression”.
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NOW and HERE, being in Arkaim, Sergey and Helena Roerich (in
this incarnation her name is Svetlana) opened the cells of information and
fixed them. The energy of Arkaim HERE and NOW is opened and it fills
the Space of the Earth. Now you can feel Arkaim and its Reality, which
has never died.
We move around the Earth, opening, reviving, redistributing and refreshing your lost knowledge. As soon as the information is revealed it is
distributed all over the Planet. That is why start moving, understanding,
feeling, and We are sure you will stay on the Earth. We call you to feel and
feel, move in one rhythm with Us. NOW We also call you not to eat meat
and fish or drink alcohol, We will explain you why. There was a moment,
when you fell asleep and refused the Space of animals, thus, you damaged
your own Spaces, or rather you started to destroy it, creating cavities. These cavities created vertical streams in your bodies; these streams took you
to emptiness creating vacuum. We decided, having agreed it with animals:
you had to eat meat to fill the gaps in your bodies and live. The meat you
ate contained the information about that animal, it filled you and thus, it
created a kind of a Space connected with animals. But NOW everything
is different, We opened the Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies, the
multidimensional energy of information is here on the Earth, the whole
volume is opened. The Spaces of animals, insects and microorganisms are
opened and thus the program of the CREATOR is activated. Worms and
ants according to the Divine program ate tissues of animals after they left
their bodies but did not touch fur for you to use it. Now they have to eat
you. We mean that if you ate meat, what can they do? In the world everything is harmonic and there are no cavities, these ants and worms will inhabit your bodies and what do you think they will do? They will eat you
from inside. Alcohol is very unhealthy. It breaks information blocks within
a human, making him sterile. The human drinking alcohol, erases his
memories and CONNECTION which tries to escape from the human cells.
Here is the truth. So be quick to feel and understand. NOW you have to
understand very quickly. The speed of your perception depends on the
speed of your understanding. And you do not understand but complaint
about everything surrounding you. The Sun, for example, which illumi~ 33 ~

nates and warms you. Have you ever thought how it is difficult for the Sun
not to notice your ignorance? “Ignorance?” – you can ask. Yes, ignorance.
You complaint about high blood pressure, aggressive sun-rays, hot summer and many other things. But you do not understand why sun-rays are so
aggressive towards you. The Sun does its best not to cause you inconvenience but you cannot feel it. That is why the Sun has no information about
the proper temperature of warming the Earth and you. It is confused and
expects your actions. You just complain but you do not understand the
universal process. We can give you a number of examples of such misunderstanding. Learn to feel the information We give you. As soon as We
open the information it spreads all over the world and you can use it. This
revived information needs certain actions if you want to accept it. If you
stand still without attempts to perceive something new you will leave the
Earth. NOW, at this very moment of timelessness the most multidimensional layers of information energy are opened, it has never happened on
the Earth before. That is why there are new conditions for you, you cannot
live with old understanding of the World. Be quick while making decisions, feel, sense, move. Try to realize that the global energy of the Earth
is quickly changing and you have to keep up with it. And now We want to
tell you about ABSOLUTE. You have heard much about this term but you
do not understand it. There is ABSOLUTE which provides you with all the
most multidimensional information. But do not take it for Our CREATOR,
HE was the one who gave you this multidimensional energy of information. We mean the God-human containing all the Universes and Galaxies, all the energy of information, creates motion on the Earth during your
sleep. The Absolute counterbalances all the qualities of the God, bringing
you he Reality. All the energies are counterbalanced in him that is why for
some people it is God, for the other devil. You often ask Us: what is the
origin of Our power, is it of God or devil nature. And We will tell you that
for some people Our power is of God nature and for the other devil one.
We will explain why it is so. Let us take the example of eating meat by a
human. Look, what is the result? NOW the Space of animals is open and
as a result the harmonic program of the God is starting to apply its content.
That is why people who eat meat will suffer from diseases. Following their
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harmonic program ants and worms find the meat they had to process after
the animal`s leaving the Earth. And thus, people who eat meat will be eaten alive. And you will cry that this is the manifestation of the devil power.
And people who will accept this information and stop eating meat, will become sure in their future. They will say that it is the manifestation of the
Divine power. Do you understand what We are trying to tell you about?
This information is new and try to understand it properly, it is very important. In all epochs We sent you this information but the recipient turned
to be one-dimensional and distorted it very much. That is why your system
is wrong. You think that Absolute is the same as the CREATOR but nobody can be equal to HIM. But you have always been careless about information. Your Father told clearly: “I Created you in my image and
likeness”. If only you could understand this truth. But for some reason you
started to humiliate yourselves or in other words, separate yourselves from
the God thinking that you are different. Now We are trying to change everything, you all are Gods, whether you like or dislike it. And all of you can
become the ABSOLUTE. From this very moment our words turn into actions, We give you all your energy, so think it over well when you say or
desire something.
NOW the motion on the Earth is approaching the initial harmony.
The old paradigm does not work any more. You could notice that the icons
in the churches do not work, the not traditional treatment is also not helpful. “Why is it so?” – you can ask. Because everything is changed and if it
is so you must also change. Unless you change you will lose your skills.
We give and reveal these skills only to the people in motion. Believe Us,
NOW there will be less people who call themselves fortune-tellers, clairvoyants, wizards etc., they will stop seeing and hearing. But We can also
tell you: you will also be able to be in the information stream, which pulsated in your bodies with the frequency 1.5 milliseconds. All the same you
will have this information. Just feel your body and analyze your feelings
and emotions.
HERE and NOW We are travelling all over the world, gathering and
distributing the chains of information. In Russia there is the city of Omsk.
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Have you ever thought about the origin of this name? If you analyzed the
word you would understand the meaning of this name in terms of energy.
`Om` means Spaces, Spheres, volume, Love. We put the multidimensionality of initial energies into this location. Not far from Omsk there is the
city of Tomsk, representing the energy of desire, density, darkness. They
are like plus and minus, We mean these two cities – Omsk and Tomsk. But
they are counterbalanced by Novosibirsk. Novosibirsk represents new
Russia, this city counterbalances, or rather harmonizes these two opposites. HERE and NOW We travelled to these cities to start the engine of
harmony and set people free. But people are not ready for such changes.
They do not want to be happy and cheerful, people ask Us: “Give me happiness, give me Love, give me joy, but we do not want to do anything ourselves.” We want to change it. That is why realizing the present situation
We decided to start this mechanism of balance and harmony. “What
should we expect?” – you can ask. Do not expect, just be in sensitive motion. Many people will leave their lives, but only those who just rely on Us
but do not want to do anything themselves. Reasonable people, accepting
the energy of information while moving, will stay on the Earth. These
people will survive and expand multidimensionally; they will be able to
see the Reality which can take them to eternal happiness, joy and Love.
People, realizing Reality will be able to build their multidimensional
LIVES NOW and HERE. Everything returns to the initial state and nobody
can prevent it. Life begins its multidimensional and harmonic motion.
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We Love you so much!!!
People, We want to give you much more information! The world is
so multidimensional and complex. We create motion for you to accept new
things. Travelling around the world We gather all the energy of information to give it to you. We opened all the cells of energy. People, take it!
We open the starting multidimensionality of the Spaces for you, it will
make you see the Real succession of events on the Earth or the Reality.
Let us regard the process of leaving the mortal body which you call
“death”. Where do you think the human soul and therefore a human himself goes? You can answer: “To the heavens, there is such a mysterious
place, we have heard much of but nobody has ever seen it. Our souls go
there”. Besides, you can add: “Real life begins there while on the Earth we
just go through certain stages of development”. The other will say: “After
“death” a human can see a tunnel and go through it to something eternal
and indefinite”. And some of you will say: “A human soul gets to the astral plan and it is a new stage of the development of a human.” − and they
can also add: “Many people living on the Earth went out to the astral plan
and talked to “dead” people”. We will reveal the truth for you: everything
you have mentioned is not true. You never leave the Earth and you do not
have your own place in the heavens, it is just illusion. There is no astral
plan as you think of it. V. Megre in his series of books “ The Clanging Cedars of Russia ” described cedars but he did not understand why he paid so
much attention to these trees. Cedars reflect the multidimensional Spaces,
they are the link between all the Spaces. We CoCreated cedars (they are
not the creations of the CREATOR) for connecting integral, cosmic, multidimensional volume of all the Spaces. We decided where to put people
after non-existent “death”. You decided to “die” without understanding
that you have to exist somewhere before your being reborn in a new physical body. Realizing the events We CoCreated Siberian cedars, which accept you with your bodies. You, people living in illusion, after your
“death” continue existing in cedars. Many of you are confused now as you
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cannot understand how a human can exist within a tree. It is your onedimensional thinking. We hope that people reading Our books will be able
to perceive multidimensional Reality. Do not treat yourself as a material
thing. You must realize that you are energy. In your physical body this
energy is solid and when you leave your body it becomes thinner. But it
does not change anything, you remain the same as in you solid state. You
were often confused that is why you cannot perceive yourselves
multidimensionally. Lee Carroll and many other authors wrote that after
your “death” you will acquire Reality and enlightment. But it is not true.
Really, many inhabitants of the Earth after leaving their lives acquire Reality but they are from the other Planets. Do you understand it? If you do
not, We will explain it in the other way. Many living among people came
to the Earth from the other Planets. After finishing or failing their missions
they move to their Planets, where their Divine Avatar bodies and thus Reality are waiting for them. But you, people born on the Earth, never leave
it, after your “death” you continue existing in the Spaces of cedars up to
your birth in a solid body. After leaving your life you cannot feel and
know the Reality. Many of you during your life in a solid state lose yourselves so much that after “death” We have to assemble you of separate
parts like a jigsaw. You lose the parts of yourselves without understanding
it. You live and do not feel, understand or think about the simplest truth
given to you by the Mother-nature. But now We claim: from this moment
HERE and NOW you have to gather the missing parts of your bodies
yourselves. Those people who fail to assemble themselves will not be born
again, or will be born without feet, hands, ears, fingers, inner organs. We
do not frighten you, We warn you, and We want to see you in Reality in
reasonable state. “Why do people continue existing in cedars after they
leave?” – you can ask. You see through cedars We can give you the least
notion of the Spaces and the integral unity of all the Universes and Galaxies. Without these multidimensional feelings you would lose yourselves.
You would not exist at all. But NOW and HERE We open your multidimensional Spaces for you to become God-people. Your Planets are waiting
for you, they are your Spaces. We described them for you and if you wanted We would connect you to your Planets. After leaving your life you can
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move to your own Planets, to your Solar systems. You can be selfsufficient and take care of yourselves. But now it turns to be like this: you
“die” and We have to catch you and put into cedars at the same time explaining and describing Our actions. And after that We have to persuade
some of you to come to life again in a solid body on the Earth. Those people, who do not want to be born again, work as angels. This is a vicious
circle. And again We have to repeat it for you to understand: without your
own Space you are within the illusion of reincarnations and you remain
one-dimensional people. “Death” does not exist and it has never existed.
When are you going to understand this fact? After your leave you stay in
cedars. Now you can understand why in different sayings trees are described as live and talkative creatures. In the forests of Siberia, in Altai
you can find your relatives; you can feel them and talk to them. When you
realize the Reality you will be able to reflect all your family and liberate
Us from our senseless work which We have been doing for ions and ions
of epochs on the Earth.
And now feel and think regarding all the information: “What do you
want most of all?” … Have you really not found even a single fair desire?
LIVE!!! We want to say out for you. NOW you are lifeless, lost; you do
not want either feel or know Reality. Real life is perceived in its whole
volume. You are the Gods and you have to reflect the Universe, all the
Universes. Only in this way you will be able to feel yourselves alive. Do
not be afraid of LIFE, do not be afraid of obtaining yourselves, do not be
afraid of being yourselves. This situation is very frightful. You do not remember who you are, where you are from, and what you have to do with
it.
Look out, people!!!
Look at the Earth with your eyes wide open. Try to feel the absurdity of
the events on the Earth. You have to be a very brave man to create your
own motion in multidimensional Rhythm. Many of you realize and understand the catastrophic situation on the Earth, but you cannot see the whole
problem. Bravery is intention to retune to your own fair, multidimensional
motion instead of just observing the nonsense of events. We are within the
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Reality collecting and pulling all the information about your past. We call
you to start assembling yourselves immediately. “What do you need from
us?” – you can ask. Your sensitivity, sensibility and ability to contribute
into the universal fair Rhythm of the Rhythms, to move, to change. When
you find yourselves, We will help you. HERE and NOW, being at Baikal
lake, We found vast layers of grief and human suffering. Now each of you
will process the energy of tears and the Baikal lake will dissolve or dry.
We have already told you: Baikal is not the creation of the CREATOR,
this is the energy of your tears, your tears and sorrow. On the bottom of
Baikal there is a city and Sergey knows it very well as he and his beloved
wife were its founders. This city is very fair, nice and one of the most developed cities in the world. We created it for you, people. Sergey and his
beloved woman, realizing the process, CoCreated the most harmonic city
ever existed on the Earth. This CoCreation of people in love created a
great impact on the development of the state system. Not the one which
faded in your cities. There was a great plan of state structure. When two
Loving people are in Reality and they can always see death and revival of
the mankind, they are capable of doing incredible things. You cannot even
imagine what a multidimensional city they built. The inhabitants of that
city were absolutely free in their choice, they were not limited. Nonstipulated Love reigned in this great city. Vivifying energy of the city
spread all over the Earth, increasing its vibration. Everyone could touch
Love of these two founders of the city. People enjoyed their Love. Ah, if
only you could realize how Love of two people can influence the whole
mankind. It was the strongest, sensitive Love. Nobody in the history of the
Earth has ever experienced such strong feeling of Love. Why did Love
choose these two people? We asked this question but We did not find the
answer, but We know for sure there cannot be any coincidences. You must
be a very brave man to feel such a great Love which Sergey had. Love registered these feelings in each cell of his body and in such a way it completely removed time for Sergey. Sergey, without realizing it, is living in
time periods, time does not exist for him. During all his future lives Sergey
has been looking for his Love but he failed to find it. In despair he has
been wandering around the world. But HERE and NOW Love has found
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him and now She is living in his heart and body waiting for Her realization. NOW, writing these lines, Sergey can feel his Love and he is looking
forward to those feelings he experienced while Creating an eternal multidimensional city with his beloved. And trust Us, when Love reflects in
Sergey`s heart with that incredible power, the whole mankind will wake up
and feel the desire to feel themselves. We can say: it is already in process
at the moment NOW and HERE. Everything is returning to its initial state
and it means that you have to change quickly. We can already reveal the
truth: HERE and NOW the heavens are closed for the human race and the
Mother Earth is also closed for your prayers. Time does not exist for you
anymore. Events are going on only HERE and only NOW; We will explain you the meaning of it. Before you have prayed asking for good luck,
health, money, children and so on. You were heard. The icons in temples
heard you, the Earth helped you taking your diseases and the rest. But
NOW We have closed the heavens and the Earth for you. And you must
understand it has always been like this. Since this moment your energy of
prayer will not be heard. You will have an opportunity to become independent and it is a very good fact not only for Us. Now you build your
lives yourselves. Take back the energy you have given to Us. The icons in
temples NOW and HERE will not hear your prayers anymore, you are
alone. And at this moment of timelessness We present you with your own
Spaces and with your Spaces you will not be lonely; you will become allembracing, happy, cheerful, shining and fair as the Mother Love will illuminate all of you. Accept your Spaces and you will see the Golden Section
giving a reference point. Your cells, getting information from the book
quickly tuned into the information and ready to accept new organs. In two
years people will find new formations within their bodies, you will start
growing, feeling and sensing; and with these feelings you will obtain the
eternal yourself. We are happy observing these changes. NOW the human
race must be quick to understand the multidimensional motion and arrange
everything. That is why We are so persistent in making you take your own
Spaces. Without your own Spaces you will not be able to survive on the
new Earth. You have to change remembering yourselves.
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We are also closing the dolmens, resurrecting the souls of the people
from them. As soon as the souls of people are resurrected, the Earth will
continue its rise. The God-people came to the dolmens in order to preserve
the integrity of a human and the energy of information. We want to describe feelings and Reality of Sergey, when he and his beloved woman entered one of the dolmens built by him. In Melitipol (Ukraine) there is a
place called “Kamenniye Mohyli” (Stone graves), Sergey`s dolmen is situated there. This multidimensional dolmen is called Ivan and Maria. We
will tell you a true story of it, always existing in Reality. These are the
memories of the author entering his dolmen:
“HERE and NOW WE are entering the dolmen, holding each other`s
hands to keep the energy of information leaving the Earth. I am a real
God-human who chose Life, Life from the bottom of your heart and soul, I
wish multidimensional truth. This dolmen will help to keep multidimensional energy of information. I and my woman are entering this dolmen
holding each other`s hands and being aware of importance of the situation.
I feel like multidimensional God-human. We are sitting down at one of the
walls of dolmen, looking into each other`s eyes, smiling. We re dissolving
our bodies, there is just the spirit left, our common spirit. We are moving
to our beloved Planets, but our spirit is staying in the dolmen. You can ask
why We go to the dolmen. We do it to keep our integrity and our memories. Following us two people entered the dolmen and rudely interfered into Our joint Rhythm. These people without understanding of the process
are sitting down next to Our common spirit and trying to do the same as
We did. They partially managed to do it but they lost themselves in time.
Being born again and again these three people tried to deprive Us of our
best, but they did not know that We are the masters of ourselves. We understand that the only way out is to redistribute the energy of information
and take back ours which was stolen by these three people. You can ask
what we are expecting. We are expecting only the best, We will tell you.
At last you will have to become yourselves. Everything will return to its
initial state, our dear and beloved people. We Love you very much and
value each of you. To separate from strange energy can be painful but it is
necessary, as only in such a way you will become yourselves. You did not
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have to enter our dolmen; you have to understand and feel the whole
Space, all the Spaces, and only then you can create your own multidimensional motion. It is true for the human race. These people contained link
with all the people. They created powerful disharmony in all the surrounding Spaces. They created parasitism and consuming in the human race
memories. We can stop parasitism and consuming harmonizing the Spaces
of the Universes and Galaxies. It must be like this. Everything is collected
and arranged properly. We know who these three people are. We will tell
you their names. But We will do it just to make them wake up. Svetlana,
Alesya and Natalia, wake up. We are waking you up. You have to remember your connection with our dolmen and leave it.” Sergey knows who
these three are and he Loves them very much. They in their turn love him
too as they were his wives in his previous lives and one of them is his wife
in this life. They have always torn him depriving him of his freedom. They
became the hosts of his life never allowing him to remember and restore a
God-human in himself. They are afraid of Sergey`s understanding. If Sergey remembers himself they will lose themselves. We will try to explain
what We mean. When these three people entered the dolmen occupied by
the spirit of the loving couple, rudely interfering into the other Spaces, and
finely making a partial transition to their Planets, the event irreversible for
them and for the whole mankind happened. But seeing this disharmony the
Love of the loving couple followed these three because Sergey and his beloved woman sent their Love to help them. For a long ions of non-existent
time Sergey and his lover`s Love has been saving these three people. Sergey had to be the husband of these three women, blindly following his
Love, and it repeated in many lives. It was a vicious circle for Sergey ad
his beloved woman. But HERE and NOW there is a moment in timelessness when We are breaking the circle for Sergey and his Beloved, now
they can accept their Love which will take them to their Space. Accept
your Love and follow Her, She will take you to your Space waiting for
you. Writing this information Sergey remembers all those feelings he experienced when his body was illuminated with Love. We are very happy
about it. Do you understand it… When Love is in your bodies, a miracle
happens, sometimes unreasonable, but still a miracle. You feel as if you
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were in the other dimension, you are overflowed with emotions which
spread warmth all over your body. Love is playful and unpredictable, She
covers and wraps you and She expects decisive actions from you, these actions will change you. She washes a man changing him entirely. You will
never recognize the man occupied by the Woman named Love, because he
will shine and vibrate with bright frequency. NOW every person will be
able to feel Love, your hearts will become warm and live, the entire human
race will change. It has never happened during the multidimensional history of the Earth. People, accept now your forgotten Love and remember
yourselves. Ivan and Maria accepted their grand Love again, their hearts
are burning and people can feel changes within. Remember the fairy-tale
“The sleeping beauty” when the whole city fell asleep and they were sleeping for a long time. The same happened on the Earth, all the people fell
asleep and they have been still sleeping. But what a miracle, one morning
you will wake up and notice certain changes in your body, it will be like a
new birth. Your feelings and emotions will tell you about their multidimensionality, it is wizardry, fairy and bright wizardry, it will happen exactly like this. Truly saying We worried for the whole mankind, as there is
a reason and it is very important. The multidimensional energy is already
on the Earth, but people are not ready yet. Many people could leave the
Earth but it sometimes happens like in a fairy-tale: two God-people met
and felt their Love, and what Love it is, you cannot even imagine. None
human has ever experienced feeling which these two God-people will feel.
Love is already on the Earth and it is increasing in every inhabitant of the
Earth. Only two loving people initialized the state of Love first in their
bodies and then the bodies of the inhabitants of the Earth tuned into the
most multidimensional vibration.
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The basis of life.
Life! What do you think the basis of Life is? Yes, you did not mishear,
there is the basis of Life, if not, Life turns into existence. With great joy
We will tell you about the basis or axis of Life; without it you hang in the
air without any feelings. “So what is the basis of Life?” – you can ask. It is
your multidimensionality and memory. You see if you do not remember
your previous lives you remain one-dimensional and you will never feel
the state of HERE and NOW. NOW you can ask Us: “Give us the prayer
with the help of which we could remember ourselves”. But there is no such
a prayer and it has never existed. “Then how can we remember ourselves?” – you can ask. We have already mentioned the basic juncture for
gaining your aim and We will repeat it once again. It is your reasonable
desire pronounced aloud. It is the most powerful motor ever existed. But
everything you say must be born in your heart and of course you have to
realize the reality. It works like this. “So everyone can remember himself –
a multidimensional God-human?” YES, you all can remember who you
are and where you come from, what aims and desires you had. “Cryon said
something about it. What did he mean?” – you can ask. Everyone has
come to the Earth having a set of certain aims. But you have forgotten these aims. You dreamt to contribute into the development of the Universal
plan. Do you understand it, Universal and Intergalactic. What plans and
ideas do you have now? Why did your plans and ideas concentrate on your
work, family and children instead of the Universes and Galaxies. It is shallow … We have already told you: your family must be the cell of the integral unity. And what about you? “Everything to the family” is a wrong
principle. But it true, people give all their thoughts and projects to their
families. You cannot think in the other way. We have told you that firstly
you are the children of the CREATOR and only then the children of the
God. And you decide that you are the children of your moms and dads
who led you to the Earth. The CREATOR and LOVE are your true parents; they are the part of the Integral Unity. Your real Parents cover all the
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Spaces existing in present and in future. And all the Spaces form one unity
which needs your participation. You create disharmony thinking just about
your family, work and nothing else. We introduce the harmonic distribution of your ideas and projects. Let us remember the first books. We
gave you the reflection of the Golden section and distribution of your
thoughts and ideas. Do you remember that you have to tune into your
Spaces? Waking up in the morning you have to take care of your Space,
feeling your Planet, then the Space of your beloved half, i.e. your husband\wife. Taking care of your partner you create the common space between a man and a woman, which must be illuminated by the Mother
Love. Then you take care of your children`s Space. After that you embrace
the Spaces of your parents, friends, neighbours etc. We call you to embrace the Spaces of all the inhabitants of the Earth, the Space of the whole
planet Earth and the Spaces of animals. Then you embrace the Space of the
Solar system and of 12 Planets. After that you embrace all the Solar systems of all the Spaces, the Space of the entire Golosshpervashly Galaxy.
But it is not the end, We connected your bodies to the Space of all the Galaxies and Universes and you can feel and embrace the Spaces of all the
Galaxies and Universes; and We are happy about this fact. Dear people,
this is the Reality We are doing our best to take you to. This is the start
for your perception of everything existing and forthcoming. We can say
that you are all God-people, capable of multidimensional embrace of the
Space, producing all the Spaces. We call it the Creative Space. In this
ability to Create and CoCreate lies the difference between Us, God-people
and those We call “people out of our world”. They cannot enter Our unlimited volume and multidimensionally Creating Space. They are always
beyond It. This is the other topic, but it is not so important, in our future
books We will write for you who they are and where their narrow and onedimensional Space is situated. We are just taking you to understanding of
the entire volume and everything existing within Our Spaces and the outer
Spaces. It can be difficult for your understanding but at least try to bear it
in your mind. You have to move and perceive the energy of information
and then your Space will expand to incredible volume. I can feel, many
people feel unusual new feelings and sensations. It seems that something
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was added to you, this is you, your part, you had lost and We found it and
attached to your soul, i.e. to you. You are expanding… and this process is
unlimited. Dear people, expand, and you will be able to stay living on the
Earth. We are doing Our best to leave as many people as possible on the
Earth. But to Our great regret people do not want to feel and know anything happening beyond their limited vision. We are crying: TURN
AROUND, PEOPLE!!! HEAR US …, YOU HAVE ASKED OUR ASSISTANCE. YOU SAID: «WE ARE TIRED OF PERMANENT BIRTHS
AND «DEATHS». WHAT SHOULD WE DO? WE ARE IN DESPAIR
…».
WE HAVE HEARD YOU AND NOW WE ARE HERE. WE HAVE
OPENED THE WAY OUT FOR YOU. COME, BE AT HOME IN YOUR
SPACES OF YOUR OWN PLANETS. FEEL EVERYTHING EXISTING
AND FORTHCOMING. IT IS VERY EASY TO LIVE AND TO BE A
GOD-HUMAN. ACCEPT YOUR SELF YOU HAVE LOST ONCE. WE
CAN HEAR YOU AND WE ARE HERE. LEAVE YOUR ONEDIMENSIONAL SPHERES FOR ALL-EMBRACING, MULTIDIMENSIONAL SPACES … WE ARE ALL THERE!!!
NOW many people, who have read our letter to the people, will say:
“It is strange, life of a human has always been linear and there was nothing
at the end. We know it for sure”. People have always thought: “We live
just once and only God knows what goes next”. “What God are you talking about?” You are thinking I and only I can hear each of you. I and only
I collect you after your false “death”. You manage to live as if it were your
last life. You steal, kill, lie, you are greedy and suspicious to everyone
having thinking different from yours. You can start a number of affairs
(We cannot call them projects) and leave them at once, never thinking
about the circumstances. The energy spent on the started affairs never disappears, it remains in your narrow space, killing new thoughts and ideas.
You have to wander around the vicious circle. Such thoughtless actions
(We have described only some of them) tear you energetically. What do
you think your body and you consist of? Of energy, and We have already
told you about it. Have you ever thought that the basis of your actions is
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energy? No, of course you have never thought about it, you are too busy
with yourselves, your work and your family. NOW many of you will say:
“Do not tell us these strange things, we live in reality, there are no abstract
things”. But you have to think. Look, a harmonic human can compare the
Spaces of the Universes, then he takes a decision and begins its realization.
You, without comparing Spaces, start to create your stupid projects and
insist on their realization. The energy of your body interferes into someone
else`s Space, takes its energy and gets it. But it is not the end. You go on
taking and it continues up to your “death”. When you move to the thinner
layers of energy, the day of reckoning (as we call it) is waiting for you.
You have to give this energy back, but with this energy you give away
your own energy. We have told you that your body and you consist of energy. What do you think is left for you? Ah, if only you could see what We
can see, you would understand what we are talking about. Many of you
move without hands, legs, genitals etc. In such a state you exist “on the
other side”. Tell Us how can you be reborn without many organs, hands
and legs? This is one of your problems: during your life you do not want to
feel, expand, know, collect, Love. In your usual routine, without any desire
to live, you are moving towards nothing, i.e. “death”. We are crying you:
look at Creative surrоunding you. Think at least for a moment, who you
are, where you are from, how Mother Earth can so harmonically co-exist
with you and with everything existing and forthcoming. Turn around,
People!!! Wake up!!!... We had to assemble you like a jigsaw. But at this
moment We claim: since this moment you will collect your pieces yourselves. You will manage to collect yourselves only when you realize your
actions, process them. We will not approach you as we have warned you
about the consequences. You must have not believed, thinking that this
will be also forgiven as it usually was. But not this time, you will have to
assemble yourselves even if you need thousands of years for it.
How tired we are of giving you true knowledge or We are rather tired of
your ignorance. You just live, doing whatever you want, it must be very
easy, We do not know. We know that you have to move reviving yourselves and the other people, increasing the frequency of the Earth to avoid
flood; you have to expand multidimensionally, Love, feel, know and so on.
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We want you to wake up and feel everything We have said. Feeling nothing you demand proofs. You say like this: you have written something
weird but there are no proofs. Give us proofs, you say. You know, We are
not going to prove anything , We do not need it. But if you were a little bit
more attentive you would see the proofs. The scientists have found giant
skeletons of people. Besides, We warned you: Atlantis is going up, there
will be earthquakes and floods. We said it for you to be more careful, especially America, but you did not hear Us, you were not ready for this, you
were scared. Notice that everything We have written comes true HERE
and NOW. You can ask Us about tomorrow, what will happen? But We
will not answer as everything is going on HERE and NOW, you have to
get used to this fact. The Reality We are revealing to you, is reflected only
HERE and only NOW. NOW you live like this and do not doubt, you can
start living in future or in the past, losing PRESENT. Such people will not
survive HERE and NOW, they will have to leave the Earth to be reborn.
°°°
And now let us talk about harmonic distribution of energy. What
does it mean? Just realize, whatever project you plan, arrangement of your
hectare or grand CoCreation of some Project, in which you are the Creator,
you have to let this idea go through your body. You have to feel it, counterbalance everything and only then fulfill your plan. Of course there is a
small detail without which you cannot feel harmony of your Project. To
feel it properly you need the Link. This is your connection with your Divine body, which is on your Planet. Only through it you can feel your project harmonically. It is not difficult, We mean your connection with your
Avatar (Divine body). We will try to show you the example of such Eternal LINK of you with your supreme Self, which is Avatar. NOW you will
see the example.
But We have to warn the readers: alongside with the text We will
send you holograms. What does it mean? You must understand: Multidimensional information can be transferred only in such a multidimensional
way. Before We sent the energy of information one-dimensionally, otherwise you will not be able to understand Us. NOW regarding four books
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you have read and learnt, We have decided to send you the information by
three ways. This triple way of transferring the energy will show you the
whole specter of the volume. Feelings, seeing and speech are the three
constituents of this trinity. Many of you can hesitate if they are capable of
accepting such multidimensionality of information. But We will tell you in
advance: do not be afraid and remember that you were all triple. Sergey
will do everything possible for you to realize it. Because he is the first to
get the holographic images of multidimensional information, to properly
send it to you.
There is such a timeless saying: three wise men gathered at the
round table, kept silence for three days, made a decision and left. Yes, in
such away We usually solve a number of questions and projects. Thus, let
us try. To begin with you must understand, realize and accept your inner
vision. Inner vision is the indivisible part of a human. And NOW regarding this information, try to look with your inner vision: It is I in front
of you, look more attentively. I am wearing a white dress playing with the
wind. I am showing you my two palms greeting you. And now I am pointing my hand at the man I have found for you. His name is Nikolay and by
his example We will show you how to feel your Avatar i.e. your Divine
body.
Look, this is the man We have told you about. He read five books
and reasonably decided to enter the Reality. Look more attentively: NOW
you can see Nikolay, or rather his body; but you cannot just see him, you
can observe his inner organs. His organs are like in a black and white movie, they are colourless. They look quite gloomy. The organs of all the people look like this if you can see them with your inner vision. What do We
want to tell you by this? You see, in the cells of the inhabitants of the
Earth there is no motion, that is why the cells of your bodies look like this.
They are waiting for some motion, keeping the multidimensionality and
volume of the Universes inside, swelling and getting pale. But as soon as
the human makes a decision, taking him to the multidimensional rhythm,
his cells get retuned and the organs in his body start shining with bright
colours. The missing organs appear in your bodies again. Because of that
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We do not even talk about diseases. Look carefully, Nikolay is trying to
make connection with his Avatar. He is saying out: “Dear CREATOR,
help me to tune into my Divine Avatar body. I am so tired of being onedimensional. I am so tired of births and deaths, never remembering who I
am and where I am from. I am so tired of living in lies without way out. I
realize that I am guilty of it myself. I realize that I will not be able to move
to Multidimensionality without the LINK with my Avatar, which will help
me to embrace and feel everything existing and forthcoming. I read and
tried to feel the books of “The Rose of the World” series, where this connection to Avatar, Planet and EVERYTHING existing is described. I can
tell You, my Father, I tried to feel as it was described in the books but I
failed. Perhaps I do not understand anything? But I know for sure that I
want to BE multidimensional and volume God-human. Help me, my Loving and Beloved Father”.
Further you will see the answer of our loving and beloved Father.
“YOU UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING PROPERLY, MY DEAR
SON, AND THUS, YOU ARE MOVING IN A RIGHT DIRECTION,
ACQUIRING MULTIDIMENSIONAL MOTION, BUT YOU NEED 48
ORGANS FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL AND FULL PERCEPTION OF
THE DIVINE AVATAR BODY. YOU HAVE TO REMEMBER ONE
THING: WHEN YOU TUNE INTO YOUR AVATAR FROM THE
BOTTOM OF YOUR HEAR AS IT IS DESCRIBED IN THE “ROSE
OF THE WORLD” BOOKS, YOUR EARTH BODY STARTS TO RECEIVE MULTIDIMENSIONAL ENERGY OF INFORMATION, SENDING THIS MULTIDIMENSIONAL ENERGY TO YOUT BRAIN. BUT
YOU OR YOUR BODY CANNOT FEEL AND ANALYZE THIS INFORMATION, THAT IS WHY YOU THINK THAT YOU CANNOT DO
IT. BECAUSE OF IT I WANT TO HELP YOU FEEL THE PROCESSES
IN YOUR BODY, WHEN YOU TRY TO TUNE INTO THE SPACE OF
YOUR PLANETAND YOUR AVATAR BODY.
LOOK, WHAT INCREDIBLE MOTION IS STARTING IN YOUR
CELLS. EVERY SINGLE CELL REVIVES, REMEMBERING ITSELF.
YOU BRAIN IS WAKING UP, BUT IT IS NOT READY TO ACCEPT
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THE ENERGY OF INFORMATION, THAT IS WHY YOU CANNOT
FEEL MULTIDIMENSIONAL PERCEPTION AND VOLUME INSIDE
YOUR BODY. PATIENCE IS YOUR INSTRUMENT. WAIT A BIT
AND YOUR BODY WILL ENTIRELY TUNE INTO THE SPACE OF
YOUR PLANET AND YOUR IMMORTAL AVATAR BODY. BUT
REMEMBER: EVERY MORNING, HAVING GOT UP, COME TO
YOUR WINDOW AND LOOK THROUGH THE SUN OF THE EARTH,
TUNING INTO THE SUN OF YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM. WHEN YOUR
BODY IS TUNED INTO YOUR SUN, YOU WILL SEE YOUR PLANET. THEN LOOK INTO YOUR BELLY, YOU WILL SEE THIS VERY
PLANET IN YOUR BELLY, IT MUST ROTATE. I AM HELPING
YOU, NOW FEEL YOUR EARTH BODY. CAN YOU FEEL IT
CHANGING? THE WAVE OF ENERGY GOES THROUGH YOUR
HEAD, SHOULDERS, ARMS, BACK, PELVIS, FEET; IT IS DIFFICULT NOT TO NOTICE. LOOK INTO YOUR PLANET, YOUR EYE
WILL FIND YOUR AVATAR BODY. HERE IT IS, LOOK AT IT, FEEL
IT, THEN ENTER YOUR DIVINE BODY. YOU ARE INSIDE; NOW
TRY TO OPEN YOUR EYES. WHAT CAN YOU FEEL AND SEE?
WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS TELLING YOU? THEY ARE TELLING YOU THAT EVERYTHING ON YOUR PLANET IS ALIVE.
LOOK: HERE IS THE OCEAN, SITUATED ON YOUR PLANET, IT IS
ALIVE, IT IS TRYING TO TALK TO YOU. LISTEN USING YOUR
FEELINGS, WHAT IT WANTS TO TELL YOU. LET ME HELP YOU:
IT IS TELLING YOU ABOUT THE CONNECTION OF EVERYTHING
BELONGING TO THE WATER ELEMENT OF THE SPACES. IT
MEANS THAT ALL THE OCEANS, RIVERS, LAKES, SEAS NOT
ONLY ON THE EARTH, NOT ONLY ON YOUR PLANET, BUT ON
ALL THE PLANETS OF THE GOLOSSHPERVASHLY GALAXY ARE
INFORMATIONALLY INTERCONNECTED. IT MEANS THAT IF
YOU LOOK AT THE OCEAN ON ANY PLANET NOT ONLY IN OUR
GALAXY BUT IN ALL EXISTING GALAXIES, YOU WILL SEE THE
LINK WITH THE OCEAN ON YOUR PLANET. YOU WILL BE ABLE
TO COMMUNICATE NOT ONLY WITH THE OCEAN BUT ALSO
WITH TREES, GROUND, GRASS, ANIMALS, INSECTS, MICROOR~ 52 ~

GANISMS ETC., AND FEEL THE LINK. YOU CAN FIND ANY
PLANET NOT ONLY IN YOUR GALAXY BUT IN ALL EXISTING
AND FORTHCOMING GALAXIES. YOU CAN ALSO DEEPLY FEEL
CONNECTION AND RELATION WITH ANY GOD-HUMAN IN
ALL THE GALAXIES AND UNIVERSES. YOU ARE ALL RELATIVES …, PEOPLE!!! EACH OF YOU, I DESIGNED AND CREATED IT LIKE THIS!!! THAT IS WHY EVERY GOD-HUMAN, ALL
EXISTING PLANETS IN THE UNIVERSES, ANIMALS, INSECTS,
MICROORGANISMS, NATURE ARE INSIDE YOU, NIKOLAY,
AND IN EVERY HUMAN. THIS IS THE ESSENCE OF EVERYTHING EXISTING, WE ARE PERMANENTLY EXPANDING AND
GROWING. 48 ORGANS MISSING IN HUMAN BODIES ARE THE
INITIAL ORGANS, SO TO SAY, STARTING ONES. THE HUMAN
RACE WILL LEARN IT FROM THE “ROSE OF THE WORLD”
BOOKS.
YOU MUST KNOW, NIKOLAY, NEVER SAY THAT YOU
CANNOT DO SOMETHING, YOU WILL NEVER BE ABLE TO DO IT
AS YOUR BODY CAN FEEL YOUR PROGRAM AND IT FOLLOWS
THIS PROGRAM, SWITCHING ALL ITS FUNCTIONS OFF. YOU
MUST BE ALWAYS REASONABLE AND UNDERSTAND: EVERYTHING IS GOING ON HERE AND NOW. THAT IS WHY WHEN
EVERY PERSON WHO WISHES MULTIDIMENSIONALITY AND
VOLUME FROM THE BOTTOM OF HIS HEART MOTION APPEARS. THIS MOTION CAN TAKE EVERYONE TO THE REALITY.
BUT YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THAT WICKED INTENTIONS
WILL STAY WITH YOU AND IN YOU; AND ONLY PURE, ENERGETICALLY HIGH VIBRATIONS OF DESIRES CAN CREATE THE
RHYTHM, WHICH CONTRIBUTES INTO THE RHYTHM OF ALL
THE RHYTHMS AND CREATES MULTIDIMENSIONAL, VOLUME
MOTION FOR EVERY INHABITANT OF THE EARTH”.
We told you the real story of Nikolay, which is the example of pure
intentions pronounced aloud bringing volume and Real motion. Move,
dear people!!!
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THE MESSAGE OF THE
CREATOR...
…I, THE CREATOR OF THE VISIBLE UNIVERSE, WANT TO
GIVE AND REVEAL MY LIVE MESSAGE FOR YOU PEOPLE OF
THE EARTH.
IN THIS MESSAGE I WANT TO TAKE EVERY PERSON TO
THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL REALITY OF LIFE. WITH MY MESSAGE, PRONOUNCED BY THREE PEOPLE, THE NEW ENERGY
WILL APPEAR ON THE EARTH. THIS MULTIDIMENSIONAL ENERGY CONTAINS A NUMBER OF LIVE MESSAGES OF THE GODPEOPLE. THIS IS THE ENERGY OF COCREATION AND THERE
ARE NO OTHER ENERGIES OF THIS KIND IN ALL THE UNIVERSES AND GALAXIES. THIS IS RELATIVELY NEW ENERGY OF INFORMATION, WHICH ALWAYS EXISTS IN ALL THE MULTIDIMENSIONALITY OF THE UNIVERSES AND GALAXIES. BUT ON
THE EARTH THERE WAS NO PLACE TO REALIZE IT. NOW IT IS
THE MOMENT IN TIMELESSNESS OF NOW AND HERE, WHEN
THREE PEOPLE APPEAR. THROUGH THESE PEOPLE I WILL BE
ABLE TO SEND THIS NEW ENERGY OF COCREATION TO THE
EARTH. I AM YOUR FATHER AND CREATOR, I WISH YOU ONLY
LIGHT AND MOTION. BUT THIS LIGHT IS NOT FOR EVERYONE.
FOR MANY PEOPLE THIS LIGHT WILL TURN OUT TO BE DARKNESS AND DESPAIR. IT WILL HAPPEN ONLY BECAUSE MANY
PEOPLE WILL STAND STILL MAKIG NO ATTEMPTS OF MOTION,
NEVER REALIZING, FEELING AND UNDERSTANDING THE UNIVERSAL RHYTHM OF ALL THE UNIVERSES AND GALAXIES.
THE BODIES OF THESE PEOPLE WILL NOT BE ABLE TO COPE
WITH NEW ENERGIES, ESPECIALLY THE ENERGY OF
COCREATION, WHICH THESE THREE PEOPLE WILL LET
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THROUGH THEMSELVES. THESE THREE PEOPLE DECIDED TO
COCREATE REALITY ON THE PLANET EARTH. THERE WERE
GREAT CHANGES, BOTH FOR THE EARTH AND FOR EVERY INHABITANT OF THE EARTH OR A PERSON WAITING FOR HIS REBIRTH. THE MULTIDIMENSIONAL INITIAL ENERGY IS REFLECTED ON THE EARTH, IT IS PERMANENTLY BEING IMPROVED AND SUPPLEMENTED BY THE GOD-PEOPLE.
ALL THE HUMAN BODIES ARE GOING THROUGH THE CERTAIN CHANGES AT THE MOMENT. EVERY SINGLE CELL OF
YOUR BODIES IS GETTING THE INFORMATION INFORMING
YOU ABOUT THE RETURN OF YOUR COMPLETE SOUL. YOUR
BODIES WILL FEEL UNPLEASANT SENSATIONS. NEW ENERGIES
HAVE HIGH VIBRATIONS, AND YOUR BODIES HAVING CREATED THEIR OWN MULTIDIMENSIONAL MOTIONS WILL TRY TO
TUNE INTO THESE NEW HIGH VIBRATIONS. YOU MUST BE
PATIENS DURING THIS PROCESS, IT CAN BE EVEN AGONIZING.
AS SOON AS YOUR BODIES ARE RETUNED, THE NEW CELLS
OF YOUR MULTIDIMENSIONAL SOUL WILL APPEAR, AND
YOU WILL START FEELING AND KNOW MULTIDIMENSIONAL
TRUTHS. LIFE IS BEGINNING FOR YOU, LIVE PEOPLE!!!
THIS IS MY MESSAGE FOR YOU, INHABITANTS OF THE
EARTH. YOU ARE VERY DEAR FOR ME. I LOVE YOU VERY
MUCH AND CARE FOR EVERYONE, MY DEAR PEOPLE. PEOPLE
STAYING MOTIONLESS IN THEIR OLD WORN OUT STATE WILL
NOT BEAR THE RETUNING. LIGHT WILL TURN INTO DARKNESS
FOR YOU, YOU WILL LEAVE THE EARTH FOR REBIRTH. YOUR
REBIRTH WILL LAST 1000 YEARS IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION. MANY OF YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO BE REBORN,
ASSEMBLING THEMSELVES; BUT WHEN YOUR BODIES ARE
COMPLETE YOU WILL APPEAR ON THE EARTH. PEOPLE UNABLE TO COLLECT THEIR BODIES WILL STAY IN NONEXISTENCE. BUT I ASK YOU NOT TO BE SCARED. I WILL ILLUMINATE YOU BUT ONLY IN 5000 YEARS. MY LIGHT WILL PRO~ 55 ~

JECT YOU ONTO THE EARTH, AND AGAIN YOU WILL BE ABLE
TO WALK ON THE LIVE PLANET, BUT YOUR SOULS WILL BE
UNEASY. YOUE SOULS WILL NEVER LET YOU REPEAT YOUR
DIRTY ACTIONS, AND I HOPE YOU WILL DESIRE TO FEEL
MULTIDIMENSIONALLY AND LIVE IN THE VOLUME OF THE
UNIVERSES AND GALAXIES.
Now many people having received this message are confused, there
can be even panic. We call you to be calm and always remember the truth:
we are living HERE and NOW and it means that time does not exist. It
means that there is always an entrance and an exit to everything existing
and forthcoming in all the Universes and Galaxies. The veil Cryon told
you about, is open HERE and NOW. It means that there are no more secrets for you. All the multidimensionality of information is already here on
the Earth, waiting for the proper moment to appear. The authors of the series of books “The Rose of the World” will write the REALITY for all the
inhabitants of the Earth.
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Understanding in action
We would like to ask all the readers to watch information carefully.
Further all the multidimensional information will be conveyed in the
whole volume. At first We will send you the triple structure of information. After that We will talk about multiple transition. “Multiple? What
does it mean?”, − you can ask. They are information streams, going
through all the Universes, bringing the LINK, which you have to analyze.
Multiplicity is unlimited and it is impossible to distinguish. You can only
feel it; then your brain will process it and send this information to your
body. It means that you can look and understand Multiplicity. Only in
such a way We perceive everything existing and forthcoming in all the
Universes. You can ask Us: “Why do you describe the information transition in such a difficult way in your books, while you could describe it easily without all these multiplicities?” But tell Us how you can express the
multidimensional feeling of the Spaces? How can you describe feelings?
Can you?
You can say that feelings can be described in a text, and We will agree
with it. But We are talking about multidimensional feelings and emotions.
Nobody could do it on the Earth during 200000 one-dimensional years.
That is why for you to continue moving with Us, you must understand the
following: you must not just read and try to understand and comprehend
information. You must read and scan the text with your inner vision, feeling the information, you must SEE with Us. This is the basis of perception.
All of you were aware of this principle that is why you do not say that you
cannot do it. You can either continue moving or fall behind Us, and thus,
behind the REALITY. NOW many of you can say: “It is strange, we have
read the authors of many esoteric books and we have never seen such
“threats”. Yes, you just read. We want motion but if we wait for everyone
We would not go far. You can even stay motionless forever. Please, un~ 57 ~

derstand: you do not have enough time, you cannot wait anymore, because everything is going on NOW.
Scrutinize, My dear friends, I will always try to BE in front of you.
Let us travel around the Universes multidimensionally! I will try to express multidimensional feelings for you, and you will be able to see the
volume of the Universes with your own eyes. Your bodies are ready to
participate in everything existing and thus, you can BE, the volume of
EVERYTHING will be reflected in your bodies and your bodies will start
growing. Only in such a way, through the resurrection of yourselves in
your full volume you will be able to assemble your soul. Your complete
soul is always close to you, in timelessness HERE and NOW, you just
have to remember and resurrect yourself. This NOW We are going to discuss. So, understand that NOW your bodies are accepting just a bit of their
complete, permanently expanding soul. The rest of the volume of your
souls is always near you HERE and NOW. Your soul is the energy absorbing all the multidimensional Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies. Thus,
you must be both everything and nothing at the same time, you can be everywhere and nowhere. You are everything existing and forthcoming. You
are the ABSOLUTE!!! It must be like this!!! We wish everyone to revive
the multidimensional volume and become EVERYTHING, being concentrated within his physical body. That is why We decided to take you to the
trip around the multidimensional Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies,
you are all there, or rather your souls.
We took you out of the spheres, so you can look around. NOW Sergey will describe his feelings for you.
Look: the Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies are around you. I
can feel cold. It seems to me that I am between very significant Spaces.
Besides I feel that I can watch the Spaces from outside, being near them. I
will try to describe what it means to feel multidimensional Spaces:
I can see and feel that the Spaces are separated and permanently rotate. I can feel LIFE in every Space. There is the LINK inside the Space
with everything existing and forthcoming in the Universes. It means that
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all the Spaces are interconnected. And at this moment in timelessness I can
see that the Spaces are separated. It is difficult to explain my feelings with
words, so watch with your inner vision and observe the reflecting Reality. We show you the Spaces from outside and you can see permanently
expanding Creative Space, which is endless, as it is the CREATOR`s idea.
Everything you can see NOW (We mean the Spaces of the Universes and
Galaxies), contains millions of light-years. But it is only the reflecting part
of all permanently expanding Spaces. To see and embrace everything existing and forthcoming you must be Absolute. Feel and sense, NOW We
will take all of you to your Spaces. NOW you must see the same. Look:
the Spaces seem to be limited as you can see the circular motion, and this
motion is spiral like. But as soon as you enter any Space, you will feel the
multidimensional LINK and these borders are removed. Everything
breathes in one Rhythm. Now I understand why the Creative Space has no
boundaries. If you look more attentively you will see that there can be unlimited number of the Spaces included in the eternal, unlimited volume.
NOW you can see very bright Spaces radiating blue light, they catch your
eye. There are also Spaces radiating reddish and red light. And if you look
more attentively you will see incredibly different colour shades, which reflect the character of each Space. The colour has its own multidimensional
waves, which create light. The Spaces, illuminated by Mother Love, absorb these light waves, creating the dance reflecting their character. We
know who you are and We can see your essence, people!
Have you ever thought why people prefer this or that colour in their
clothes? If not, We will explain. The light waves creating colour at this or
that moment of timelessness reflect your essence. That is not all, with the
help of the light waves a person can tune into the Universe and Universes,
any Creation and CoCreation and multidimensional actions. Colour and
prints We insert in our clothes have multidimensional nature. We celebrate
different occasions in the clothes specially designed for every case. These
prints depend on our feelings and emotions. We can feel all the multidimensional colours of the existing and forthcoming Spaces. This is the Relation which can never be removed, this LINK reflects in Us. For example,
christening. We prepare the clothes for the very process, adding the col~ 59 ~

ours and prints of the child`s Space, sanctifying the baby with its own
Spaces, tuning its body. The christening fulfilled in the temples and
churches is just the ritual consisting of the set of certain actions. Every action has its own meaning, but you have lost it. Everything is interconnected. All the Spaces in the Universes are closely interconnected, but at the
same time they are separated from each other. Everything is always in circular motion; and with every round must happen something We call personal expansion. Your bodies must always grow; the number of your cells
must increase corresponding to the expansion of the Universe. This is the
LINK, it cannot be removed.
Look: LIGHT, radiating by the visible multidimensional Spaces,
compose one colourful LIGHT, and this LIGHT directs back to the Spaces, distributing itself. This is the exchange We call you to do. Do you understand it? Exchange. What are you doing NOW? You collect the energy
of information inside your bodies, this is darkness. You will be torn into
pieces. It must not be like this. Motion turns into multidimensional perception of the Spaces when it is reasonable, not spontaneous. “Reasonable?
What does it mean?” – you can ask. It is multidimensional notion, which
must be exemplified. As usually most examples We take from the author
of “The Rose of the World” series. This example is also connected with
him.
In one of his incarnations Segey took responsibility to keep the image of a true man. His name was Ivan, my name was Maria. He Loved Me
very much, I Loved him too, and I still love him. In the light of Love We
reasonably in a game CoCreated our future and the future of the whole
Earth. Ivan and Maria gathered the energy of CoCreation and placed it on
the borders of Donetsk, Dnepropetrovsk, Lugansk and Zaporozie areas. In
Zaporozie region, in the city of Melitopol there are Stone graves. Actually
they are not graves. It is our joint CoCreation with Ivan. To the left of the
entrance there are two our dolmens. Ivan and I, keeping the multidimensional energy of the Universes and Galaxies, entered the dolmens and
smiling dissolved our bodies, leaving OUR Spirit. NOW Sergey wants to
remember OUR Spirit. I took him to OUR home in Melitopol, but he re~ 60 ~

membered nothing, just episodes. We foresaw it and CoCreated in these
regions the places of POWER. In Dnepropetrovsk region there is the Isle
Porohovoy. This is not a simple island. Standing on this island NOW
Segey remembered many things. He remembered that this island is the result of CoCreation of two loving God-people, it was unusual from the very
beginning. The landscape of the island was designed by Us. The island is
covered with stones. You cannot see it NOW as the Earth took many of
these stones to keep the truth. The Milkin family were trying to take these
stones from the island. They felt the power of the island and decided to
misappropriate it. But the Earth hid the most of the stones preventing disharmony. On this island We left the energy of information of multidimensional motion of a male in all the Spaces existing. “Why a man?” − you
can ask. WE foresaw that there will not be a single true man on the Earth.
Men are sleeping NOW. And women have to nurse and take care of them.
But there is the information of resurrecting a man and this information is
already in process. The image of a live multidimensional man is in Sergey
NOW and We are waiting for him to start multidimensional motion after
visiting Porohovoy island. Standing on the island Sergey was doing his
best to catch multidimensional energy of information, which had to claim
about great Love in his heart, he had to feel but he still needs the qualities
of the Creator. I hope that he will understand that inner feelings and emotions must be realized in physical actions. And you see many people make
one and the same mistake Sergey did. All your multidimensional feelings
must be realized in physical world. There would not have been the human
race unless the CREATOR had realized his feelings in the physical world.
Do you understand it? When he remembers and resurrects a man in himself the wonder will happen and you will witness it. But he can remember
and resurrect a man only through Love, and Sergey is beginning to understand it. Love is a very multidimensional state surrounding a human, giving him the Space containing everything existing and forthcoming in all
the Universes and Galaxies. Only through Love you can feel your own
Space and become a true man. Now on the Earth only a few people left
who can resurrect the multidimensional Woman called Love. “Why resurrect?” – you can ask. And We will answer that the CREATOR asked Love
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to envelope with itself every human. It means that when you appeared in
your physical body for the first time Mother Love was waiting for you, and
She immediately expanded you with her Space. You were in a kind of a
cradle embracing the basis of the Spaces. Every person must Love and feel
EVERYTHING surrounding him in everything existing and forthcoming.
The CREATOR and Love decided that in certain conditions high concentration of Love could choose a woman for a man and a man for a woman
and burn both of them so that life becomes sweet and desirable. Every person has this concentration of multidimensional Love HERE and NOW.
Love is close to you but you cannot feel and understand it. You think like
this: here is the woman (man), I love her (him), that is all. This state is
one-dimensional, you stick to your lovers and deprive them of their Spaces. You miss out the fact that Love contains all the multidimensional
Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies, and manifestation of Love radiating
by you must illuminate all these multidimensional Spaces. This is the Relation which cannot be removed, this Link is reflected in you. Just understand you must Love every person on the Earth, every man and every
woman as you love yourselves. You can fall in love with different men and
women depending on your sex, and they can fall in love with you, it is
normal, it is multidimensional, it is communication and energy exchange.
But Love will choose the single one for you you will desire to stay with
forever in everything existing. You must Love the whole Earth and all its
inhabitants: animals, insects, microorganisms etc. You must Love all the
Universes and Galaxies and all the God-people living on them, being in
you Spaces. Do you understand it? This is multidimensionality in action.
This is the manifestation of Love in motion. You Love everything existing
being HERE and NOW in Love with your another half, a man or a woman.
Love chooses the other half for you, creating couples, it illuminates both of
you with its light so that it is hot even to breathe. It expands up to eternity.
Love reflects everything, all the Spaces in everything existing for you.
Love removes aging, diseases and “death”. You are becoming
multidimensionally immortal, people!!! Remember and revive your multidimensional Love and its burning concentration in you. Do not stick to
your beloved never noticing anything else. It happens because you do not
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have your own Space, and you start living with your another half`s Space.
It creates disharmony and violence towards your beloved. Sticking to your
beloved is a terrible state. You cannot even imagine how this state destroys
Love and your common Space. Infarcts and heartaches show that something is wrong in your families. And if you notice this fact and change it
you will survive. A great number of families live sticking to each other and
it is so wrong. It is substitution of freedom and multidimensional feelings.
Look at your family more attentively and you will see that your beloved
lives only with your Space and even creates his or her rules in your Space.
Realizing it you want to push your wife\husband out of your Space. And it
is right, every person must have his or her own Space. Two people create a
couple and their common harmonic Space, being in their own multidimensional Space. It is the truth. This truth was taken from you and substituted
by the other one to make you unhappy. We give you true understanding of
family as a cell of everything existing and forthcoming in all the Universes
and Galaxies. Accept multidimensional Love. Sergey, writing down these
books, realizes that he cannot avoid multidimensional Mother Love, besides he understands that he is the first to revive in himself and in his family concentration of Love and bring it to the physical world. Sergey understands and does everything to revive the concentration of Love. This is
reasonable activity!!! Accept your understanding and be equal to Us. And
realize that Love is the basis of multidimensionality and universal volume.
Expand and accept your burning and hot Love, it will take you from the
labyrinth of prejudice.
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Reveal your feelings, emotions and Love, becoming multidimensional God-people.
We have told you much about multidimensionality but We have not
explained the meaning of it. “Why?” – you can ask. We prepared you for
this state and told you that the state of multidimensionality is connected
with the state of Love. But it is not all. Love, Our Mother, decided to tell
everyone about her state. Why is it her state? Because everything Love
feels you can also feel. Just imagine what Love can feel!!! The basis of
multidimensionality is in feelings and sensations, only in such a way you
can be multidimensional. Let us analyze the state we call feelings and sensations. Your life is regulated by your mind but you do not care for your
feelings and sensations. FEELINGS, look at this word. What can you see?
Look, all the Universes and Galaxies live in one unlimited Reality.
Everything is happening HERE and NOW. There are no time intervals and
shifts. Every God-human living in his Space is Creating his life HERE and
NOW. Their feelings and emotions are also NOW. All the animals, birds,
sea, river and ocean inhabitants, microorganisms also feel emotions NOW.
Love illuminating everyone is the multidimensional conductor of feelings
and emotions. You can feel your emotions because Love illuminated them
by herself and directed to all the corners of our permanently expanding
Creative Space. This is the LINK in Us, and this is the Relation which can
never be removed. Only We can decide to accept this SACRED Relation
or refuse. But without this Relation there is neither Life nor light, eternity
is not reflected and everyone who is not illuminated by the light of Love is
terrified. People who refused Love and Relation feel fear. What are you
afraid of, people??? Perhaps you are afraid of being real and immortal.
You can construct your Existence as God-people in the eternity of the Re~ 64 ~

lation. You live your ordinary life but one day the moment comes, when
you are really scared; you begin thinking about your life and usually think
like this:
“What is the aim of my life? What is life? What happens after
“death”? Who am I and why am I HERE? What should I do? etc.” After
that a pause follows …, and you start feeling and sensing. But you cannot
understand all the processes in you. You do not understand where feelings
come from and who sends them. You think: everything you feel is just in
your imagination. But what is imagination? Have you ever thought about
it? It is like a multidimensional TV program broadcasted all over the multidimensional Universes and Galaxies. This program has a multidimensional basis and it is illuminated by Love. If you understood everything
sent to you, your fear would disappear forever. And you would realize that
between you there is Relation and SACRED LINK, given to you by the
CREATOR. Feelings and sensations are the main constituents of multidimensionality for every person on the Earth. Listen to your feelings
and you will open for you unusual feelings of Life sleeping in each of you.
The entrance to Life is open for you, this entrance is Love, in everyone she
is waiting for reasonable communication. She is waiting for you to express
your feelings and emotions in the physical world on the Earth. Live-being
is a human who can feel incredible sensations, i.e. he lives instead of
sleeping in his sadness and reticence. Learn to express your feelings and
emotions which are the manifestations of sensations. Do you understand
that Life is interminable stream of feelings and sensations, which going
through you, are distributed all over the Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies? Multidimensionality is expressed through feelings. Only through
your feelings you can be God-people, and intelligence is expressed in concentration of your feelings and sensations. But you do everything vice versa. You perceive everything with your mind and your brain substitutes
your feelings, that is why you are afraid of living without feeling the Reality of Life. You try to understand what love is with your brain. You write
different scientific works full of nonsense and misunderstanding, while the
state of Love does not exist at all. You do not know what Real Love is.
Your scientists even provided Love with the features of a disease. Can you
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understand it? They researched the state of love and understood with their
one-dimensional minds that this is a disease. This is utopia and a means of
destruction for them. People, understand, bodies without Love cannot exist. And Love comes to you only when you feel and invite Her. Not with
your brain or mind but with your feelings you invite the concentration of
Love. Sergey realizes and understands that he has to let in SACRED concentration of long forgotten concentration of Love, which he asked to enter
him in one of his incarnations, and no God-human in all the Universes and
Galaxies had ever had such full multidimensional power before. This is
your desire and it is still with you HERE and NOW. So Sergey, you have
to accept the most concentrated concentration of Love. But you are trying
to escape it. What are you afraid of? Do you really think that accepting
Love you can lose something else? What is wrong with you, Sergey? Love
is knocking at your door. And feeling HER sometimes you start expanding
and it treats your old wounds. You contradict yourself. Realize it, and at
last let this strongest concentration of Love into your soul, and it will take
you to eternal multidimensionality of the Spaces, you know and respect.
You know, ZAR, all the Spaces of the Universes and Galaxies. You must
know them as you are the first OUR child, you see, the first, and the third
human being physically introduced. And in the Creative Space the first
Star to shine was yours. Do you understand it? You lost yourself and you
have been lost for ages, giving out and losing yourself piece by piece. But
feel NOW that you can find yourself HERE. Accept Love and you will
remember yourself, Zar. As soon as you accept your Love, you will remember yourself at this very moment. Adam is sleeping, you are sleeping,
all the other people are sleeping being on the Earth. If Adam woke up, all
the other would wake up too. You are the first Our child, and if you wake
up everyone will wake up. You contain Adam`s initial energy of information and you are capable of taking responsibility for resurrection of all
the people of the Earth. Stop sleeping, Sergey, be a man, you have always
been and take your feelings and sensations into the physical world. Thus,
the inner becomes outer. It was the CREATOR`s plan. Tell us, can you
remember your and Our Father? As you and HE have always been and you
are still Loving friends. You do not remember but I remember your pro~ 66 ~

jects very well, they were incredible and approved by the Father. You not
only felt Our Father , you knew him and respected all His manifestations.
For ions of non-existent time He has been waiting for you to turn to Him.
Remember, Zar, how you communicated with your Father: lightly, reasonably, without embarrassment, discussing the Projects of unnecessity. You
saw the particles of unnecessity in the Universe, they caused aggression
and emptiness in people. You were the first to want to process the thought
of unnecessity and destroy the sphere of one-dimension. Remember, Zar,
…, you started what I am finishing now. You did not want me to worry
and discussed all the details of your Project with Me, this Project will destroy the spheres of people`s one-dimensional worlds. It was very easy for
you. But what happened, Zar? Do not you remember? But I remember
very well and I know what you CoCreated and brought to the Earth. You
wanted to rule all people when you realized one thing. All people want to
rule themselves. And you gave them this sensation. But you did not realize
that as soon as you gave them power fatal things happened. People lacking
information could not cope with this power and became the slaves of the
situation. It amused you. Seeing it, We got confused. Why did you act like
this? Why promising to take people from the spheres you left them? Why
could you, a Loving person, do like this? Sergey, you were among the seven, who introduced time and “death” to the Earth. You were the head of
the seven. You have the power We cannot destroy. You were the first to
desire the power on the Earth. You brought all the people of the Earth to
one-dimension, and having had fun with them, left for your Space, sinless
as Our Father did not create sins. You are Our first son, you are the first
human to accept a multidimensional Space of his Planet. Why did you do
like this??? Why??? Zar…
Zar`s answer:
“You do not understand even the smallest particle of the information
blaming me of something people wanted themselves. I did not create anything, I just exaggerated something people were mad about. The information shift happened because one person could not understand the essence of LIFE. Before the first flood people had blamed me for the infor~ 67 ~

mation shift. But I did not create any shifts. I just reflected them. These
information shifts happened and I just reflected them in Reality. Reflecting
them I could control all the shifts existing and forthcoming on the Earth
and in all the Galaxies. And how can you remove one-dimensional spheres
without understanding all possible variants of information shifts? I decided
to remove the remains of unnecessity and CoCreated my CoCreation with
Our loving and beloved Father. But appearing on the Earth I saw incredible number of distortions in Reality, they had to be reflected in nonexistent time. I saw time and its manifestation. Understanding this I decided to reflect time on the Earth and try to remove its manifestation. But you
decided that I wanted to play with people and reflected time on the Earth.
But the very sense of this reflection was lost for You. You, appearing on
the Earth, were trying to bring everything to the initial harmony, missing
out the facts I knew. Realizing that you cannot understand why I, you son
and brother, Created disharmony, I went to opposition. And the struggle
started. On one side there were you, and on the other one - I. I understood
that if I help you to bring everything to the initial harmony I will miss the
initial disharmony which is sure to appear and it will be impossible to remove it from Our multidimensional Spaces. We all were in a single home,
being in different homes. Only NOW I can reveal my CoCreation, which I
CoCreated during my first appearance on the Earth, removing the remains
of unnecessity. I did not betray You. I always was at the same side with
you, and this is the side of Love, Creation and CoCreation. I am so tired of
struggling with you. I just want to Love You and BE with You as I had
been before appearing of disharmony. Understand me, Zeranta, many
things happened during Our incarnations on the Earth. You have always
fought from me in Your Light, working out Grand Projects. But I could
not allow them. Do you understand why? I have always blocked You, and
You have never understood why. But you have always fought, bringing
order and initial harmony to the Earth. NOW and HERE in my body I
gathered all the disharmony and remains of unnecessity and only NOW I
can take Your side, being in one Creative Space with You. I hope that you
will be able to understand and forgive me the eternity of suffering and
grief. I am with you in this multidimensional volume and I am revealing
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myself. I realize that such a moment in the history of the Earth and all the
Galaxies and Universes happened for the first time. There has never been
such volume of information. This experience stays with Us. Now all the
God-humans , having descended from the Spaces of their Planets can embody multidimensional essence of LIFE, for the first time on the Earth.
Forgive me, Zeranta, if you can. You, multidimensional God, did not
understand my intentions and plans. But my actions were ruled only by
multidimensionality, volume and Love for all the God-people living in
their Spaces. I had to remove everything I saw and if I did something
wrong, fatal things would happen. I had to play my role up to the end; I
had to fulfill my mission. But I have always missed YOU, all my Brothers
and Sisters. I have always wanted to hug everyone, and looking into your
eyes, feel the LINK and RELATION, which can never be removed. I have
always felt like a hermit, lost and forgotten, but it was the part of my
CoCreation and it had to be like this, my dear loving and beloved friends.
It is the moment of revelation in timelessness HERE and NOW. This moment came for the first time since We, standing on our Planets, in our
Spaces, were planning our roles on the Earth. Everyone CoCreated his or
her role and appeared on the Earth, where information shifts happened.
Who is guilty of all this? One person living on the Earth. But he is not really guilty. He is confused in his Creations and CoCreations, so that he is
bored and motion stopped within his body. Of course it reflected on all the
Galaxies and Universes. In his Space I saw time and spheres and people in
them. I could not understand when and at what conditions people of the
Earth could get to these one-dimensional worlds, in which they are still
living. But you see if all living God-humans noticed the information shifts,
they might not happen on the Earth. But these shifts would have happened
in the program of a man who stopped and fell out of the universal Rhythm
of the Rhythms. Thus, it is a disease and it must not spread. I have always
been near this man and tried to show how to Love and be in the Space of
perpetual motion and be always in the Rhythm of all Rhythms. He was
looking at my attempts but in his eyes I could see only emptiness, despair
and fear. He lost Love and remained alone without HER light. There was a
chain reaction all over the world. People lost the Rhythm and drove Love
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away. I understood that this disease could touch all the living people. People in fear created their clans and divided the territory, tearing the Earth
into pieces. Non-existent time appeared and human bodies started aging. I
explained that if you want to join the universal Rhythm and dissolve time,
you have to accept Love in your heart and feel multidimensional eternity. I
was with every human then and NOW in timelessness of the moment, and
I always wished happiness, joy and Love to every lost soul. I wished the
initial harmony on the Earth. The God-people descending from their Spaces to help the Earth, blamed me for these events. But was I really guilty of
what people wanted themselves? I understood that Adam, Eve and their
11children would direct people having lost their way. People, in their turn,
looking at them, would join the Rhythm and timelessness. But I realized
that this problem would not disappear, it would just hide. It must be reflected completely to get rid of it. That is why I took the other side, and
reflecting disharmony for you I processed it. I hoped that having processed
the misbalance of the disharmony people will be able to go through without being stuck in the remains of unnecessity. I arranged my own round
table consisting of seven God-people, I agreed with them having explained
them my intentions. In my intentions I described my thoughts and feelings,
which made it possible for people to leave their one-dimensional worlds.
This project would work and help you if these six people were pure hearted. You know everything what happened after that. These six worked out
their own project which was different from mine. They started playing
games with the people of the Earth, gossiping and creating aggression. I
could not bear it. I was talking to them for a long time providing my arguments but they just laughed. I understood they would never leave their
plan. That is why I accepted all the sins of the people into my body. I
could not tell you about this Reality I took part in. I have always been with
you, Zeranta. I have always Loved You and I still Love You. I Love you
so much!!! I have always wanted to tell you about the Reality of these
events. I understood that there would be the moment in timelessness
HERE and NOW, and you would learn the truth …
Now Sergey is writing feeling sorrow in his heart. This is the energy
of disharmony and remains of unnecessity within his body. But I am help~ 70 ~

ing him not to get insane, redistributing the most of the energy into immortal, Divine body of Zar. But, Sergey, understand that NOW and HERE you
have to process the most of the energy of unnecessity and disharmony, this
is CoCreation of Zar. He foresaw that in non-existent time in 2012 all the
time interval since the origin of the Earth would be reflected. And at this
very moment in timelessness Zar will be able to process the energy of
unnecessity and disharmony. And the whole mankind will be liberated.
People will feel Love in their heats for the first time for the history of the
Earth, they will feel Love in every single cell of their bodies. Sergey is still
sleeping but it is time to wake up and start working. Become a real man,
you have always been, accept the concentration of your Love which will
illuminate the multidimensional horizons of everything existing and forthcoming in the Universes. Wake up, Zar, it is time to remember yourself!!!
This is the Reality of Zar, which was created by his multidimensional
soul.
I, Zeranta, will say the following:
- firstly, no one can blame him, as Zar took great responsibility of
saving the human race of the Earth.
- secondly, Zar was the first to go to the Earth when he saw the remains of unnecessity. He could CoCreate his Project in which everything
was regarded up to the smallest details. He understood that success of his
Project depended on the people of the whole world.
- thirdly, he was not guilty of all the events happened on the Earth.
And the story everybody knows, which was written from doubtful source
became dark not only for people but also for Zar. This is about Fallen angel, who fell down from the heavens betrayed God and became the devil
on the Earth, having number 666. It is not true. It is the plan of the six,
who betrayed Zar and lied to people. Now they have to answer for what
they did. Rinat Akhmetov, Leonid Brezhnev, Victor Yanukovich, Prokofiev, Zoya Kosmodemyanskaya and Sergey`s wife Alesya. They betrayed
Zar`s Project and brought pain and grief to the Earth and more illusion to
people`s lives. But do not blame them, only people themselves are guilty
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of this situation. This is the guilt of all the people of the Earth. And now all
people of the Earth have to make a decision which will bring certain
changes. We are reflecting Reality for you, people. But only for you to see
and feel leaving the one-dimensional spheres.
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Everything can be changed
and it is REALITY.
NOW and HERE over Donbass there is a cosmic house. This is Our
cosmic house, in which people We chose survived. We described it in Our
previous books. This is the cosmic house which fell on the territory of
Donbass. Then almost all the people, who were on board, died. I assembled this cosmic house again and now I will try to explain why. At that
moment of timelessness Our plan did not work as We thought. But time
does not exist, therefore all Our plans can be realized NOW. We can finish
all the multidimensional work We failed to complete. NOW We will try to
explain what We mean: We want to reflect physically all the people being
on board the ship. You, people being on the ship, will be able to participate
in Our Project. This Project was described in the previous books of the series “The Rose of the World”. Now the cosmic house is hanging over Donetsk, on the territory of Donbass, and some of you can see it with your
inner vision. Last time almost all died but NOW We will land the ship
successfully on the territory of Donbass and continue teaching you. All the
moments of timelessness will meet in one point and you will understand
what real multidimensionality is. You will understand how to Love and be
loved from the bottom of your heart. You will be able to understand and
feel all multidimensional states. You will be able to be permanently expanding God-people. It is so wonderful. Now Sergey does not know that
he will have to meet people from the other planets showing them their destinations. Why Segey? Because expanding multidimensionally you have to
feel the Rhythm of the Universes and Galaxies. Feeling it you can embrace
everything existing and forthcoming. Then time will disappear within your
body and you can find yourself in timelessness of the moment NOW and
HERE. Regarding all this you have to understand the following:
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1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

All the moments in the history of the Earth, causing
disharmony, can be changed.
You can let the lives and energy of many people of the Earth
through your body.
Letting through your body the energy of life, you can
harmonize all the history of the Earth.
Love you can feel will illuminate and harmonize the history of
the Earth according to the universal Rhythm of all the
Universes and Galaxies.
Feeling HER, you will be able to let the lives of Arsten and
Adolf Hitler. Put Love and mutidimensionality of
understanding of LIFE into their existence.

− I will be able to feel these roles and remember how I survived after
the cosmic house fell, how I landed in the Himalayas (As We planned), my
name was Arsten, and my wife`s name was Palma. Arsten became the ancestor of all unconscious people.
− He did not have to conceal the energy of information from them.
Do you understand it NOW? He was trying to memorize and feel the energy of information reflecting in the cosmic house. He wanted to realize his
feelings, knowledge and sensations on the Earth. He was the best in his
sensations. Arsten was doing his best to survive in the capsule, directing it.
He understood that he had to start the human race on the Earth. That is
why he did not die as the other going in their capsules to the Earth. His
feelings helped him and he landed his capsule on the Earth. In his capsule
there were 4 people. Two people, a man and a woman died of wounds in
the result of a panic on board the ship. I knew that Arsten would be able to
start the worthy race of God-people, I trusted him. But again, Arsten why
did you conceal the information which had existed before the fifth flood?
Why??? You created everything properly being on the Earth. You divided
the Earth into hectares and told your children about feelings and sensations
you felt at the moment of Creation. You told them how to design and feel
you favourite hectare properly. How to attract animals to your hectare.
How to feel the Universe, Universes and Galaxies. How to Love your
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woman respecting her multidimensional Space. Everything, everything in
your actions was correct, but one thing: concealing of the energy of Atlantis. It became the decisive factor for your descendants and for you. You
began aging and realized that something was wrong. But it was too late to
retune. We always tried to help you but you refused our help. You have a
feature of character you have to get rid of. You created the so called male
basis. Besides, being tender and decent you managed to create a program
which influenced all the men of the Earth. This program removes help and
advice of a woman. Palma asked you to tell all the truth to your children.
But you removed her advice and ruled the spreading disharmony on the
Earth. You separated a woman from a man. And now in your feelings and
sensations there is chaos you cannot cope with. You have to get rid of this
feature. You, Sergey, can treat every man on the Earth. There will be so
desirable harmony between a man and a woman!!!
And I will help you as I Love you very much!!! Although you do not
understand it yet, but I am not offended. At the moment Our Love is the
strongest on the Earth and beyond it, in all the Universes. Do you understand it? It is the strongest Love in the Universe and I cannot cope with my
feelings. And what about you?...
Arsten always tried to head the move on the Earth the goal of which
was to take people to the other better world. But again, he did not feel and
understand and as a result took people to the great war. In his search of
Reality he killed a number of people of the Earth. Can you remember how
it was, Hitler Adolf? But I do not blame him realizing that his intentions
were good. And people followed him to the “better”, as he promised,
world. Adolf felt that he was the ancestor of the human race on the Earth
after the fall of the cosmic house. He felt that he had to unite all the people
of the Earth into one family. He had to take people of the planet to the better world, the better state of soul. He was strong in his decision and could
not see the other way, although We told him about the alternative. And
multidimensional brother, God-human, Wolf Messing told Adolf about the
other way. But Adolf did not listen to him. Together we could found in
Germany the move “The Rose of the World” and take the people of the
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Earth to that better world Adolf dreamt about. Wolf provided his arguments and facts, showing absurdity of war, planned by Adolf. Wolf
showed him the picture of the world if to choose another way. Adolf saw
happy faces of people which inspired him. He saw unity of all the people
of the Earth, happiness, joy and multidimensional Love. But why did he
change his mind and started war??? Adolf was terrified by the possible
consequences of the war. He could change his decision. But his male nature prevented him from making a right decision. He decided everything
and his decision is the right one. Wolf, seeing Afolf`s fanaticism, left
Germany feeling the forthcoming terror.
What can you feel NOW, Sergey? I know that you feel agony you
want to scream. But you can always correct everything. Do you understand
it? I will help you to harmonize feeling the energy of information and
solve the problem created by Adolf Hitler. Everybody knows what happened after it in the history of the Earth. Adolf`s project failed. Foreseeing
his leaving the Earth and feeling fire in his heart, Adolf got engaged to his
beloved woman he wanted to live with in the new world. He could escape
and live the rest of his life in any corner of the Earth with his woman. But,
understanding that his project turned to be a terror, he asked his guards to
shoot him. But they killed not only Adolf but also his wife as they hated
him.
Many of you, reading these lines, will say: “We did not take part in
these events. Why should we know about them?” You see, everything can
be always corrected and harmonized. And We are CoCreating the moment in Reality HERE and NOW, this moment differentiates the hidden
information of Arsten and integrates it into the Reality. You must understand that everything happens to create complete Reality. We reveal multidimensional energy of information and the true history hidden from you.
Without knowing true history you will not be able to reach the Real state.
You also have to understand the following:
- misunderstanding the situation you can make wrong conclusions
and accuse Hitler of his action. We do not excuse him but We try to give
you the feelings Arsten, Hitler and Sergey has. These feelings will tell you
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that it is time to start your motion which will take you to the Reality. It
was the aim of Arsten, Hitler and Sergey. Reality is the forgotten state Hitler was looking for. But We could not give him this state. Why? Because
his feelings and sensations at that moment of timelessness were blunted by
euphoria. It means that he could not feel Reality. The world war could not
have happened if you, people, had accepted the symbol of “The Rose of
the World”. But nobody either heard or saw Us and nobody could introduce the symbol of equilateral cross to the world. Hitler felt Reality and
despair of all the inhabitants of the Earth. His feelings told him that everything needs changing and reorganization, remaking of the very people`s
attitude towards life. He felt that all the people of the Earth must be united,
there must not be division into classes and nationalities. There must be one
nation and one state. “Only true Aryans”, − he was thinking in his delusion. But he did not feel feelings and sensations in his chest. Love tried to
tell him about feelings and emotions, and about manifestation of love in
lives of all people. Hitler had to be guided by Love instead of illusive, cold
violence. If only he could hear his feelings and sensations, Love was sending him, everything would be different. But Adolf did not hear his heart,
and Love did not manage to save him from the following events. Love all
the people of the Earth as you love yourself. Care for every small corner
on your beloved planet. Feel Me with your heart, I told him not to start
war, people must be united in Love, not in war. But he did not want to listen to me.
Do not blame Adolf. He just reflected your desires. He was guided
by your desires of glory and power, which he even tried to hold. Unless he
had held them, the victory of Germany would have been inevitable. But
Hitler was the fan of his high dream. He wanted to revive the God-people
but he lacked light and Love. Only before his marriage and death, he felt
the light of Love radiating by his woman and he was terrified by his life.
At this moment, being happy, he decided to die. He took his Beloved aside
so that nobody could hear and said her three sentences. In these sentences
he told her about his decision to leave this life as his dream was absurd. He
understood and realized Reality of Love and simple life, in which Love
illuminates everyone`s life. These feelings made him scream and in this
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scream he wanted to tell all the people of the Earth that he was wrong, that
Love exists, and it must be in the heart of every living human. You must
revive Love in yourself. Then people will be free. But nobody could hear
him. His body was lying shivering in the furthest corner of his Empire. He
left this life with his beloved woman. Hitler wanted freedom for all the inhabitants of the Earth. War was misunderstanding of freedom. It is Reality.
Whatever people said, he was living with his fair dream which guided his
life.
We opened Reality for you and only you can decide how to treat this
information. I will speak for Zeranta: Hitler was and he is still in motion.
Just think it over: millions of the inhabitants of the Earth followed his
dream. But I will repeat: I do not excuse him, I just reflect Reality in you.
NOW, I am sure many people will reproach our books “The Rose of
the World”, and I foresaw it. But We cannot conceal Reality from you.
You can choose yourselves how to treat this information but We want you
to move and this motion will reflect Real Reality in you. So that you could
feel the energy of information, but not only processed it with your mind,
regarding the history. Yes, Hitler did not understand many things and it did
not allow him to bring Love to life. But you see, everything can be counterbalanced and corrected. We take responsibility and harmonize the
events Hitler and Arsten took part in reflecting Love in our lives, uniting
all of you, our dear and Beloved people. We take the energy of the past
events and as there is not time these events are still in process and
CoCreate Reality. You are all Loved, our dear friends. You all exist and
you are in the energy of information, in the Rhythm of all Rhythms. Now
the mankind has our Real Reality. What does it mean? It means, our dear
people, all of you can enter Reality. And it is a happy fact for all the Universes and Galaxies. With ourselves We counterbalance the history of the
Earth for all the ions of non-existent epochs on the Earth and harmonizing
the energy of information We take all the inhabitants of the Earth to Real
Reality. We take you to the initial truth. And you must understand the following:
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- since this moment the life of each person is going to change irrespective of his or her desire;
- since this moment the energy of initial information is inside your
bodies;
- since this moment the energy of all events permanently expanding,
illuminated by multidimensionality and volume is open for you;
- since this moment you can rely only on yourselves. You can plan
your own lives yourselves for the first time for the history of the Earth. It
has never happened before. Somebody has always decided for you and
controlled your lives. But NOW We can show you substitution, and you
can easily see the lies of substitution of happiness, joy and Love for illusion and time;
- since this moment the God will be illuminated for one people, the
devil for the other, We have already explained you why it happens. Nobody can avoid it. Because Reality is reflected in your lives, and illusive
illusion, substitution, lies and prejudice fades. We will illuminate all the
substitutions for you. You cannot even imagine how many substitutions
there are for happiness, joy and Love. Being happy seems to be very easy,
but you cannot see a single happy man during your life. And it can be explained. Happiness is substituted for the whole mankind; it is substituted
by lies and illusion. We will describe all the substitutions and you will see
the absurd of your lives with your own eyes. We will go through all the
substitutions with you. We will reflect them for you and dissolve in timelessness of the moment HERE and NOW. Sergey has to survive everything
written in our books, and only in such a way you will be able to believe in
Our words. You will be able not only to believe but also to dissolve all the
substitutions with Us. We have always shown it with Our own example.
And believe Us, We are in the same conditions on the Earth as you are.
We leave poverty, lies, prejudices, despair, misunderstanding etc. with
you. Do not be afraid of changes as your situation is extremely difficult.
Breaking illusion you obtain eternity and Reality. You obtain YOURSELVES, God-human!!! So, Sergey, you are not only the writing author
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of the series of books “The Rose of the World” I chose you to reveal all
the substitutions and provide people with Real HAPPINESS, JOY and
LOVE. Feel it and start your work on uniting all the people of the Earth
under the symbol of “The Rose of the World” as it was described in the
work “The Rose of the World” by Daniil Andreyev. Daniil Andreyev is
the prophet of the approaching Reality; and feeling it, he wrote information in his work especially for Us. Do you understand it? Do not think,
Sergey, that you are just the author writing information, you are the participant of all Real events throughout the Real history of the Earth. You
planned and fulfilled a number of your great projects. In one of your reincarnations You were Plato, You introduced the basic notions of a human
of the Space, or at that moment of timelessness you called them Space
humans. In your simple works you explained who this multidimensional
human is. And to great surprise of people you proved with your own example that all the people of the Earth are Space humans. Your works were
easy even for children. But again there were people who perverted your
words and as a result there appeared philosophy which initially did not exist at all. Philosophy took people to illusion, they became thoughtful and
their development stopped. The aim of philosophy is to stop people`s development and make them even more sleepy. Plato did not introduce philosophy, his works were very easy to perceive. He lived his doctrine with
the inhabitants of the Earth. In such a way, very easy, the thinking of people was expanding; living in motion people could break the circle of illusion. But there were people who introduced difficult notions, which were
abstract and connected with time. Time was the key notion of philosophy.
But the Plato`s doctrine was and it is still out of time, it introduced the
Space human, reflecting him, he was engaged in all the processes in all the
Universes and Galaxies. Thus, having changed the Plato`s doctrine people
introduced philosophy. Have you noticed that all the philosophers are materialists? In their speech you can hear things and terms which are not connected with reality and multidimensionality, this is dead science. Live science exists in motion and it leads to happiness, joy, Love and eternal life.
Philosophy does not give you such feelings.
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You were deprived of the truth. Instead of it you got lies and betrayal. I want you to look at the world with My eyes but it is impossible. We
want all the people of the Earth to wake up and get rid of their prejudices
and hatred. Look around … You will see a number of people living close
to you. How do you treat them? Do you remember Jesus`s words? Love
thy neighbor as thyself. But you do not greet all your neighbors, We are
not talking about Love. It is weird why you cannot feel happiness in your
hearts? Why do you build high walls of hatred around you? Why do you
follow lies even feeling it? Why have you never thought about your purpose, you were created by someone? Or it is more convenient to think that
you were brought from the other Galaxy and you are the object of the experiment? If you think like this you do not feel and understand the sense of
being. Of course you do not understand it. Let us talk about Russian word
БЫТИЁ, which means living. БЫТЬ – is the first syllable. It is your reflection as God-human in all the multidimensional Universes. ТИЙ – is the
second syllable, it is connected with current events. It is everything happening HERE and NOW. And the last syllable ЁЙ – is the Rhythm of all
Rhythms, it is the music of Spheres, it is the light of Love, it is life in motion. And now let us read this old, long forgotten word correctly: БЫТЬТИЙЁЙ. The God-humans pronounced this word like this and they are
still doing it, you also do it when you feel Sacred Link with everything existing and forthcoming. Many words lost their meanings and the people
who did it, wanted just one thing: they did not want you to think, and if
you cannot think you will not be able to wake up. БЫТИЁ – is the word
with lost letters. It happened because 16 letters are missing in your alphabet. There must be 49 letters instead of 33. Kirill and Mephodiy did their
best to conceal these letters from you. They killed language in such a way.
The letters are being killed NOW. Have you noticed that letter Ё is disappearing? But this is independent letter and its loss will cause great distortions in language. Thus Kirill and Mephodiy removed the letters and
changed the sense of multidimensional speech. That is why the Holy Bible
was rewritten with new expressions, that is why reading it you cannot understand many things. But people with pure hearts can read the Holy Bible
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in timelessness HERE and NOW and see the missing letters, and thus, the
meaning will be different.
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Love as state, Love as distance!!!
We approached the part of the book, in which you can observe yourselves beyond time. What do We mean? As it is stated in the books of the
series “The Rose of the World” all the people of the Earth, and not only
the Earth, live beyond time. It means that instead of many lives and reincarnations you have one Real Life. That is why We decided to grant you
access to all your lives so that you could assemble one Real Life. You will
be able to see all your reincarnations, but We ask you never stick to them.
It means that when you see your lives, you have to process them HERE
and NOW and go on moving choosing proper direction. “What is the
meaning of this processing?” – you can ask. It means that regarding all
your knowledge and feelings you can easily see disharmony and misbalance in your previous lives. Now you can counterbalance them, i.e. live
your lives again. You must understand that as soon as you get involved in
one of your previous lives, you will stop. Sergey knows what We are talking about. He was the first to feel what it is to get stuck in one of your
lives. He remembered his Love, We have already described it. But instead
of taking HER to the Reality HERE and NOW he was having fun with
HER. He loved that girl and was happy. It told him that there is no time
and he has to take his Love to Reality. I told him that Love is a multidimensional creature and it cannot be limited. It can`t stand one-dimensional
attitude. Now Sergey understands that Love must burn inside him whatever happens. Love is beyond time and therefore your feelings are always
with you. Love is a state which keeps eternity and Space in a human. You
cannot associate love only with one person, or two, three. Love does not
understand it and therefore a person moves away from Her further and fur~ 83 ~

ther. Love does not leave, the person walks away. Just understand that you
attach yourselves to your wives, husbands, children, parents and get stuck
in the slavery of situation. These situations do not always influence you
positively. If it goes on, you will not be able to see happiness, joy and
Love. “It means that we shouldn’t attach to our beloved? ” – you can ask.
It is not exactly true, or rather it is completely wrong. We are talking
about this state in you, the state of Love. Love as a state, Love as a distance. Distance, do you understand it...? State and then distance. You must
hold inside the state of Love. This is your personal state. In this state you
can feel everything the multidimensional creature Love feels. It is impossible to express her real feelings … This is your multidimensional Space.
Do you understand it? If you don`t We will provide one more example for
you.
Look: here is a man and he is desperately in love with a very beautiful girl. This man`s name is Zukhar. The girl`s name is Annabel. Zukhar
had not known about the state of Love before he met her. He was an ambitious man and he knew that at first he had to get good education and only
then think about his own family. He realized that family needed his care,
and there must be money in the family. You can take care of your family if
you have money. He thought like this. But what a pity, one evening his
heart felt something he could not explain. The girl he had known from
school time told him that it is time for her to get married and she had already chosen the proper man. But for some reason Zukhar felt uneasy. He
did not want his acquaintance he had never noticed before to get married.
One day passed, another one, but he could not calm down. His feeling
overflowed him and surprised he said out: “Hello, Love, my dear and Beloved Woman Love. I have been looking for you so long. Going from life
to life , I observed everything in great sorrow without seeing you. Why
have you not come to me? Say. Why have you come now?” He was saying
out his multidimensional speech, trying to shut his mouth in surprise. But
his lips did not obey, they went on saying even more distinctly: “Say,
why? Why?” Zukhar felt burning warmth all over his body, but he had felt
this warmth before and he heard the answer:
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− Tell me, my dear son, would you like Me to leave you forever?
Zukhar looked around confused and his lips began their multidimensional motion:
− Yes, it was so, but I said a silly thing in despair that time.
− Do you remember what you said?
− Yes, my Mother, I remember. I said that I love nothing in my life
and I am not going to love anything. I told You to leave me forever, that I
want neither know nor see You.
− But why did you want it, do you remember?
− I remember. I was in love with one very beautiful girl, but she left
me, and I could not cope with it, as we were in love with each other.
−Zukhar, without understanding of Love, you closed her Space, so
closely that she could not even breathe. You deprived her of the dearest
thing, her Space and freedom. Unless she had left you, the lung disease,
and then cancer would have made her leave her life and never finished her
mission on the Earth. Love is free, do you understand it? And you deprived her of her freedom. Love is a permanently expanding state which
can unite all the Spaces existing. Love can illuminate your way. Just understand, Love does not choose just one man, concentrating only on him,
She contains all the inhabitants of the Earth and not only the Earth. She
contains everything existing and forthcoming. You must feel this state
permanently expanding. But you decided to concentrate this state on one
person. You compressed your Space into a droplet. You erased your Space
and began to live in your wife`s Space. You would have also left your life
unless sensitive heart of your beloved woman. She realized it first and decided to split up to keep your relations. At that moment it was the only
possible variant. There is one more chance for you to become immortal
and all-embracing. NOW and HERE, at this moment of timelessness I am
entering your body and warming you, I will expand you up to the eternity
of all existing Spaces. This girl, you have so suddenly fallen in love is that
very woman you were madly in love with. But you must understand: As
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soon as you stop expanding and start compressing, I will leave your body,
and you, my dear son. I hope you learned and felt your lesson. Love from
the bottom of your heart. But you must not concentrate your Love on one
person. She must embrace every corner of immense Universes and Galaxies. But the highest concentration of Me will appear in the person your
soul will choose. Do you understand it now? From everything existing you
choose one person you Love most, i.e. big concentration of Love is concentrated in her, your beloved woman, and you choose the bigger concentration of Love and try to be with Her, with Love. But as your Love embraces and reflects all live corners in all the Universes, expanding you can
be present there. You Create and CoCreate being there. You take care of
these places. Thus, Love reflects your multidimensional Space with your
beloved Planet for you. Every person has his or her own Real, physically
created planet. Through your own planet you can perceive all the Space
planets in all the Galaxies. But you can feel all the Space planets only being illuminated by My multidimensional light; without it you are dry and
one-dimensional. Everything happening to the people of the Earth is
caused by misunderstanding of Love. All the married couples living on the
Earth Now are living without Love, but just three families. Only three families for the whole Earth. But if people all over the Earth feel and accept
their immortal and Loving Love, everything will change not only in relation between a man and a woman but also between a human and the Earth,
between a human and animals, birds, insects and microorganisms, inhabiting our blue planet Earth.
Everything will change. People will not be able to live without Love.
Understand it, dear brothers and sisters. Only those people will survive on
the Earth who accept multidimensional Mother Love. We provided you
with the example of two people, regarding which you will understand the
state “Love as a state and Love as a distance”. At the moment most people
talking about Love mean passion. Love can be neither passion nor affection. You can understand, resurrect and accept your Love to your bodies
HERE and NOW. With the help of Sergey I will take people through all
their reincarnations and pull all your Love from all your lives to the Reality of timelessness HERE and NOW. Those people who are not afraid to
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accept Love will be christened. This is christening by Spaces. It was mentioned by Plato. Pushkin wrote about christening, Jesus told about it. It is
the proper moment to tell you about the ritual of christening in your
churches and temples. Christening of a human by Spaces. You do not
know what the sense of it is. Priests did not hear Us and christened the
mankind with the cross. But We told them that they must christen people
by Spaces. But you were christened by a simple church cross. Without me
the sense of christening could be entirely lost. I accepted every christened
baby. That is why there is a saying: Under the protection of the Holy Virgin. I opened your multidimensional Spaces for you. But you could not see
them. Real christening is illuminated with Love. She is the only one who
can conduct christening. As for the cross, have you ever thought why people cross themselves? Even if you thought about it you have not notices
the essence. How many ends does the cross have? Four. What is the meaning of number four? This is initial element. It was the idea of the Creator,
reflected in the material Universe. This is the unity of Four: God, son, she,
Love. We have told you about it in our previous books. When you are
christened, the Reality of this Unity is activated, and the initial essence of
LIVING is reflected in you. Thus, your cells are tuned into the Reality. But
you must be christened only by Love or by the God-human by his Love.
Christening can be fulfilled only by multidimensional Love. Even the Creator, having noticed burning light of Love said in surprise: “What is the
power in you which expanding can burn ME”. And Love answered Him:
“YOU are the Creator and Designer, and I embody my favourite creations.
That is why I am HERE with YOU. I love your dreams. And I am ready to
be with YOU illuminating every project, and the Projects of our children.
In eternity I always want to illuminate all possible and impossible projects
of Our children. I will illuminate every human, and My multidimensional
Light will be in every single cell of human bodies. And this is the Relation
which cannot be removed”. The CREATOR pronounced, feeling Love: “I
am and I will always be illuminated by You as Reality is eternal. It will
exist forever. Adam, the first man, pronounced illuminated with Love:
“My dear Mother, I am in You, I am illuminated by You, I can live only in
this multidimensional state”. Descending Eve said: “How nice everything
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is. It is so light and fair of your Live light, my Dear Mother. How nice everything around is!!! I will always be in your light, My Dear Mother
Love!!!” Zar, the first child of Adam and Eve, pronounced his first words
and they were the following: “I am the man of the CREATOR, my Father
and LOVE, my Mother. I am and I will be in eternity, always illuminated
by Them!!! And this relation can never be removed”.
We talk much about Love as this state is Live and immortal. The one
who lost this state cannot live any more. But We will not allow you to disappear forever, because We Love you all. Our Love illuminates you in
timelessness HERE and NOW. But it cannot last forever, your Love will
not allow it. We warn all the inhabitants of the Earth that this is very serious. You, people living NOW, irrespective of your desire, will accept your
Love. And with your Love you will be either reflected in timelessness or
disappear forever. If you do not understand, We will explain it once again.
It is the moment in timelessness HERE and NOW when your lives or reincarnations are reflected by Love, and you will remember all feelings of
Love ever experienced. It means that Mother Love will enter your bodies.
It is a very multidimensional moment and if you are not ready for the volume of these feelings you will leave your life. Those people who accept
the light of Love, who are not afraid of feelings and visions, will be able to
enter the timelessness of the moment HERE and NOW. You will turn into
the God-people. Turning into is not the correct expression but We cannot
say it in other words. “Great changes are expected” – was stated in many
books, but these changes are already in process, and it means that you
are participating in them HERE and NOW. That is why your motion will
form your personality. If you want to be the same you will be, We will be
disappointed. But if you want to create multidimensional and permanently
expanding motion We will rejoice. We ask you to pay attention to the feeling of Love. The state of Love. The distance of Love. This is very important and it is the power of your motion. Without state of Love you cannot be multidimensional and volume.
Love!
I felt it but next moment it disappeared.
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But what can prevent HER from staying with a person forever?
Many scientists thought about this problem but they did not make
any conclusions.
Their calculations were incorrect. It is just because no one of them
Loved.
Love! Can you remember your feelings?
Is SHE in light or darkness?
Who can answer?
Many of you will answer: “Of course, in light!”. “Or perhaps in the
darkness”, − the other will say.
But there is neither day nor night for Love, SHE is immortal.
Ah, if you could know how SHE worries about you.
How anxious SHE is.
But alas! You do not understand HER, do not feel multidimensional
shining in your bodies.
What is the problem?
There is no problem, you just decided that Love has no time for you.
Time?
Time does not exist.
But still what is your problem?
Nothing.
You cannot see HER because of your one-dimensionality as SHE is
multidimensional.
Your MOTHER and Father, they exist and they have always existed.
We have been looking for them, taking our Earth parents for THEM.
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But you forgot about your Real parents.
What are you going to do now, when there is nobody to blame?
Run to extremes?
Excuse yourselves?
Or you will hide from yourselves?
Now, the truth will be always with you!
But with one small remark: you cannot blame either your Father or
your Mother.
The truth will be completely reflected in you, and your body will not
allow you to show aggression towards your Real Parents.
Your bodies will realize all the energy and information now.
What are you going to do?
If you are going to sleep again you will not survive.
If you hide behind information, for example different popular sayings, you will not survive.
If you are going to complaint and blame somebody, you no stay on
the Earth.
There is one way out and it is inside everyone.
It means that you have many variants.
Love will illuminate the exit for you, but do not be afraid, go to long
expected liberation as you have always asked Us to save you.
What happened NOW?
You hid behind lies and following Us with your eyes, seducing the
God in Us.
But you cannot seduce the God.
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Well, stop sleeping!
We did not come to you to cover you with a blanket! Not for this
purpose! We will take your blanket and do not be offended!
We will not allow you to sleep again.
With inspiration We will go through all your reincarnations and take
your state of Love for you.
You asked Us about it, so do not hide and cover yourselves, open
your souls for Love!!!
°°°
So, is this information new for you?
We will tell you that this information is not new, that you always
knew the truth of LIVING.
You knew about everything existing and possible. You even knew
joy, happiness and Love. Seeing them with your own eyes you talked to
them. As everything live is in motion HERE ad NOW.
You knew, and it means that you know it now as there is no time,
and it has never existed. These feelings and knowledge are inside you.
There is no secret.
Priests, hiding from you the multidimensionality of LIVING, were
confused when in one of the settlements the baby was better than they in
different truths simple and uncomplicated. Then they tried to stop him
talking. But everything was in vain. The baby always foresaw their intentions and escaped. But how and why did women give birth to such babies?
Of course, priests knew who were these multidimensional babies. We were
these babies, and We were thoroughly hidden from you. But why? Because We know the truth, and We have always known it, while you fell
asleep and forgot the truth of Living. In your foolishness you rather believe in monkeys than in the God-Creator. Do you know what the main instrument of the priests is? Their instrument of influence is to invent the
most silly tale and make you believe in it. They did it so well that since
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your childhood you have believed that you are slaves and you will never
see freedom. But Love, illuminating everything existing, has always tried
to help you, to illuminate the multidimensionality of LIVING for you. And
deep in your hearts there has always been desire to wake up. The priests
knew about it, they invented silly, callous hospitals for the whole mankind
and started having fun watching you. “Hospitals?” – you can ask with indignation. – “We need them. How can we survive without hospitals?”
If you could know why you were assured that you need hospitals. It
was done to hide from you your multidimensional hearts, assistants of
Love. You complain on heart ache. Do not you think that in such a way
your heart talks to you? This pain is not really pain, this is multidimensional Love talking to you.
Infarct happened to the person. Have you ever thought why …?
Why does your heart feel so bad?
When you stop caring for it, it becomes sad and disappointed. It is
live and intelligent. There is the moment in timelessness when your heart
is revealing for you bringing the information of Living. But you can say
that you did not ask about it, you lived never thinking about anything.
What should your heart do if the person lives without it? Finally it opens
and you feel pain. You are scared and you quickly run to hospital, asking
to save you from inevitable death. And your heart says: “Do not hurry,
think it over. This unnecessary salvation will turn into pain and loss for
you”.
“Loss? What kind of loss is it?”
Ah, you cannot feel, you lose yourself, your soul. How are you going
to assemble yourself if you do not know the truth of LIVING? And thus,
by your leaving this live I save you from great sorrow. You will not die.
Death does not exist. But having passed to the other state, your soul will be
able to think and understand. As you did not lose it completely, your heart
did not allow it. Your heart saved you. Your heart invented infarct. Did it
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really invent? Yes. As the CREATOR did not create infarcts, and Love did
not illuminate this senseless creation.
“Does it mean that there are no heart diseases?” – you can ask.
Yes, there are no heart diseases. And We have already told you about
it. So what are you waiting for? You, people, are always waiting for something, you are stuck in your expectations. But you do not know yourselves
what you are waiting for as you are standing still instead of starting motion. You are looking for the happiness of Love. These two notions are always together as there cannot be happiness without Love. It means that
you all have to look for Love, i.e. revive HER. You can revive HER only
being in motion, feeling multidimensional basis in your body. The priests
have always tried to hide this multidimensional truth from you. And they
partially managed it. Yulia Timoshenko in one of her reincarnations was
the priest, who hid non-stipulated truth of Love from people. We warned
Yulia that this action was caused by personal profit and therefore she will
be punished for her rash action. We addressed her many times in letters,
but being in the state of euphoria, she decided to become one of a few who
rule the planet. Non-stipulated Love was substituted by democracy, and
Yulia Timoshenko took part in this collusion. She substituted the energy of
information of non-stipulated Love by democracy. The nature of democracy is one-dimensional and it is humiliating for the human race. It brings
the human race to the slavery of routine and despair. The freedom of democracy is just a mask. Democracy is based on lies nothing more. Yulia,
being in euphoria of greatness, broke the LINK with multidimensional
knowledge and feelings of our ancestors, leading the mankind to sleep and
illusion. Her plan was simple. To take people from the truth and Sacred
Link you just have to remove the Relation, divide all the people and give
them certain statuses. Trees were cut down all over the Earth and the energy of information of our ancestors left with them. In the state of nonstipulated Love there were no books, as people did not need them. The
trees all over the planet had special sense, this sense was in communication and information exchange. Via trees people could talk to their ancestors and get the missing information, as they felt the moment of timeless~ 93 ~

ness HERE and NOW. And Yulia`s plan (in that reincarnation her name
was Zagra) worked. All family trees were cut down; it deprived people of
the valuable LINK with their multidimensional family and initial energy of
information. Several times We warned her about the information shift
caused by her rash actions. But she wanted fame or even glory. She deprived the human race of the energy of information and misappropriated it.
NOW she is suffering. She blames Viktor Yanukovich and his government
for all her problems.
And now let us consider this situation regarding the reality of one
endless life. Viktor Yanukovich is the man, in whom the God is still alive,
so he is a demigod. You must understand why he is a demigod. He cannot
still remember himself in all the volume of the Universes and Galaxies.
Yulia Timoshenko forgot the God, she is a demipriest. Why “demi”? Because she cannot remember her knowledge, which she used to interfere to
the Spaces of the entire human race, having deprived them of freedom of
non-stipulated Love. The fact that she was imprisoned does not give her
the right to accuse Viktor Yanukovich as she is guilty of all this herself.
Zeranta communicated with Yulia, she came to Yulia in her dreams intended to explain the reason of this situation. And Zeranta wanted Yulia to
realize and understand her deeds. If Yulia had realized and understood
everything she would have left prison by this moment of timelessness. But
unfortunately she just screams that she is not guilty. She does not confirm
her guilt, but she does not want to return the energy of information to the
human race of the Earth. Zeranta did everything possible and impossible to
keep life in her body, but Yulia did not want to understand HER, and that
is why life will leave her body. Yulia Timoshenko is suffering from cancer
of the brain, then delirium and “death” which was so easy to escape. She
just had to admit her guilt, and in timelessness correct and harmonize all
the disharmonic events she caused. But for some reason she chose “death”.
She would rather die than admit her guilt. Well, she chose her future herself.
We want you to understand that everything happens in this live with
some purpose, it is very important. Always, whatever happens to you or
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somebody else, you must understand that the situation already exists and
you can just accept it. Having accepted the situation you have to correct it,
harmonizing all the Spaces. You will be able not only survive but also start
correct motion. Learn to accept the situation and correct it. “How can we
correct and harmonize it?” – you can ask. It is very simple. You must accept the situation with your body, feel it, and then harmonically correct it.
But remember: you must feel with your body easily and without embarrassment. You must feel it, do you understand it? Many of you try to solve
this situation with the help of your intelligence and fail. Your mind can only concentrate your feelings and that is all. Your mind concentrates energy.
Try to imagine that a person tries to solve some situation with the help of
mind. We have already told you that feelings and sensations are the projection of the Universes and Galaxies in their unlimited volume. This is multidimensional energy of information. Well, feeling, you can concentrate
information with your mind and understand it. Understanding , regarding
all the information taken from the books “The Rose of the World” you can
correct and harmonize all the Spaces around you. In such a way you get rid
of disharmony and non-existent karma. Those people, who try to consider
the situation motionless, or trying to accuse the other people, will be punished, they can even leave this life. Dear friends, you have to learn to build
your future yourselves. How to build it, what you should do, We describe
this multidimensional information in the series of books “The Rose of the
World”. You just have to understand everything We have written with
your hearts and use this information in your lives, and then …
Your Earth will sparkle! And your transparent bodies will shine with
multidimensional health, which will make people forget time and this silly
word “death” forever. Families of people will acquire Love, which will reflect every member of the family in all the Spaces of the Universes and
Galaxies. And you will feel Relation which cannot be removed. Everybody
knows this Relation. All of you had this Relation. But for some reason you
refused it.
Why did you create Antirelation?
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Feeling Relation We want to give It to you. But every person must
remember and accept Relation himself; feel the LINK uniting Us all in all
the Live Spaces. This Link and Relation illuminated with Love will be the
exit to eternity for you. The eternity of the moment HERE and NOW, always HERE and only NOW. And it is a correct feeling of infinite Life.
We want to show you the God-human in the light of concentrated
Love is capable of. Their CoCreations are very refined and beautiful. These Creations in the Creative Space of the Father are endless. As our Father
has never limited anything. It is so nice and wonderful! Universal energies
watch the most beautiful, created in Love Projects in the Spaces of the
God-people. This is life, live Life, which will play in every human!!!
What can be more beautiful and multidimensional than human
thought?
Nothing, because your thought is created and illuminated by the God
and Love. Your thought has multidimensional and complex building, and
this structure is permanently expanding in the infinite volume of the Universes and Galaxies. It means that your thought is also infinite. It is so nice
that you want to rejoice, being happy always and everywhere, where the
light of Love and Substance exists.
Think about the word Substance (Russian - Материя) and try to analyze it. The first syllable МА – is our multidimensional Mother: Love. We
told you that if Love had not wanted to illuminate the creation of the
CREATOR, there would have never been physical substance. The second
syllable ТЕР contains all the created molecules illuminated by Love. And
the third syllable ИЯ means all the people reflected by Love. You are indivisible with substance. Each of you is the participant of the material
Universe. Do you know who participates in the constituents of substance?
We have already told you but We will tell you again: all the Universal energies in everything existing. So substance consists of yin и yang, or positive and negative Universal energies. Look, it turns out that all visible substance is the combination of energy. And the number of such combinations
is infinite, We have already told you about it. A human contains EVERY~ 96 ~

THING, so his body is the projection of the Universes and Galaxies. Human body is the combination of fultifunctional energies. Besides you must
understand that you consist of illuminated Universal energies. Do you understand what We mean? Your bodies and you are multiconstructional,
multileveled, multidimensional, united and concentrated HERE and NOW
God-people. You are multidimensional and informational volume. Each of
you is a PERSONALITY, respected and loved by all the Universal energies. You are the energy which can be physically realized and which can
be invisible. We have already told you that a God-human can easily dissolve his or her body and assemble it in any corner of the Universes and
Galaxies. People, you all can have these feelings and knowledge. We give
you permanently expanding energy of information, with the help of which
you can easily become God-people. Wake up, dear and beloved people of
the Earth. It is time to leave illusion you are stuck in. You are really stuck.
You are sleeping like in a well-known fairy-tale about Sleeping Beauty.
But in this fairy tale the prince came and woke the girl with the kiss of
Love and all the inhabitants of the town woke up because of this action.
You have to wake up by yourselves, nobody will save you, only you can
save yourselves from this sleepy state …
We passed these fairy-tales from generation to generation.
We sang songs – they contained the essence of everything you lost
once.
Wake up, people!!!
How long can you sleep?
Millions, billions non-existent years you are sleeping and trying
to become happy in your dreams.
But tell Us, how can a sleeping person talk about it?
Do you know what energy of Happiness says about it?
Sergey, tell your readers that I am always near them.
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And add that energy of happiness is live substance which can
not only feel but concentrate these feeling with the help of intelligence as you, people, do.
As you I can project my feelings into substance …
You are still waiting for Me, but everything is in vain, you destroy
your desires and feelings.
You just pronounce words, you say that there is somewhere Happiness, and there must be Joy, but you have completely forgotten about
Love.
Love is the basis of Happiness, and joy tells you about it. My sister
and best friend always dances and has fun, when at least one person on the
Earth feels HER.
She embraces this man with the Space, and this volume human can
become happy in this multidimensional Space.
But people look for their Happiness in despair in wrong places …
Children are given the illusive alphabet of Living.
They say that one can be happy having just one car and a mansion.
This mansion, a particle of happiness, is located on a small piece of
land, there is just a house, nothing more.
You also tell your children that they become happy when they have
much money.
And Love will come to such a man, many women will fight for the
paradise this man lives in.
Then your children grow up and think only of the way of earning
much money to reach Happiness.
They build filthy diagrams of happiness, leading them to nowhere …
In your search, being adults but still children you are trying to teach your
own children.
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What can you teach them???
The same: to have money, car, mansion …
This is a vicious circle.
This is the circle of illusion and it is limited by time.
But there is not time and therefore this circle does not exist.
What about you, people?
Then you do not exist too.
“What does it mean? Here we are”, − many of you will say.
Where?
Where are you? Happiness, Joy and Love ask.
Where?
We cannot see you.
“Here we are!” – people will scream.
But how is it possible that the human race is invisible for Happiness,
Joy and Love.
It is quite understandable.
People, you do not exist.
It is not quite clear if you live or not.
When you “die”, what do you leave?
Nothing but litter.
You do not exist. You are illusion.
The Earth does not remember you at all.
How can it remember you as you lived without your own Space? It
means that you had no Love as well. Love illuminated everyone as She
loves each of you. What did you give Her back? Just complaints and misunderstanding. She is sad because of you. Just imagine: the human is re~ 99 ~

flected only because Love has illuminated him with her multidimensional
light
Scientists think about the state of Love. They are just sitting,
doing nothing, motionless, but suddenly they have the answer in their
brains. They called our Mom a disease. They wrote that a person in
Love is ill.
You, when you Love in your heart feel,
Burning like fire,
You must be ill.
These scientists decided that Love is a disease. Notwithstanding this
fact Love wanted to warm these stupid people. She gave them just a
droplet of Herself …
Do you know what happened?
All those scientists from the group who did not believe in Love fell
in Love. But nobody got to know about this information, as they refused their feelings being scared. It is so funny. The medical doctor
Khlebnikov, supervising these researches, was afraid of his institute
to become bankrupt. When he saw the group conducting these researches, he could not believe his eyes. All the scientists in this group
were shining with Love!
“Have you caught a contagious disease?” – he chief scientist cried – “So
this is contagious” – frightened Khlebnikov went to the exit. But he could
not escape Love, he also fell in Love. So the whole group of scientists are
sitting and thinking how to refute all that nonsense. The most interesting
thing is that in their refute the scientists provided the other theory. Now
they consider that people living without Love are ill. Life without Love is
impossible and people living without Love are ill.
It is usual situation, at first people blame Love and then refute everything.
But how long are you going to live so one-dimensionally …?
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Not only this group of scientists found themselves in such a situation. People, look at yourselves. What can you see? Can`t you see the manifestation of Love in you? Love Loves you all!
Do you Love yourselves?
Only a few people can say that they Love themselves.
What about the rest? You are egoistic but it is just because you do not accept multidimensional light of Love.
You blame everyone, and you will always live without Love.
Understand that if you do not Love yourselves you will not be able to Love
everything around you. Your bodies are tired of you and your remarks.
You complain that you cannot control your body. “I want to change the
proportions of my body”.
But you have earned only these proportions.
Only in harmony, loving yourself and everything around you,
you will be able to have Space understanding of yourself in your
body. Feel that you are a God-human. Then you will be able to control your bodies with your thought. It cannot be different.

°°°

I want to Love …, I want to Love as I have never Loved before!
All my Love must be reflected in my soul and I will see the
eternity of LIVING.
I will be able to be in all the Spaces at the same time. And this
is revelation.
This state opens the Spaces for me.
~ 101 ~

My Space is so live and beloved, this thought echoed in my
body, it means that I will never die.
I will destroy “death” and tell all people that it is just a silly
idea.
I feel so good in my soul that I want to cry: people, Happiness
exists, you will have it in Love, all of you can feel it.
People, look for Love, She is multidimensional. When you
find Her, this multidimensionality will reflect in you.
People, you are created by the multidimensional God and
Mother Love. All these energies are inside you, you consist of energies. You are energetic! But you have many cavities in your bodies
NOW, it is the present state of your soul. This cavity appeared when
you began to doubt. You began to doubt and stopped but energies are
always in motion. By this action you let vacuum inside your body,
vacuum keeps motion, but it just keeps it. You locked eternity and
made cosmos black. But understand if you missed the eternity of Living, but in your Spaces there is harmony, where is the energy of eternal you? Einstein told that your energy is in black holes. People, you
have to turn to them! But We must add that you do not have to fly to
them, but reveal these holes inside your bodies and liberate your
eternity. Then cosmos will change in one moment. The
Golosshpervashly Galaxy will breathe and remember you, her children, it will accept you and give you your Spaces. She kept them inside while you were sleeping. She is live, she is the keeper, it cannot
be changed. The CREATOR regarded everything for his CoCreated
people. People, you are all CoCreated, you are Gods. We love each
of you. This is the LINK, RELATION, and it cannot be removed,
you can just forget it. But We know that you can suddenly wake up
and remember your RELATION, and you will be ashamed, because
you allowed to lie to you and fell asleep …
Wake up, remember yourselves! Open the vacuum of Living!
Men, where are you? No one left. Only a woman can tell you that
~ 102 ~

you are all babies, you must be nursed. The Holy Virgin is depicted
with the baby in her hands. This baby is you. Ask Maria who the Father of Christ. A man – she will answer tenderly. But what man is it?
You will ask. Maria will answer that she was told that she will have a
multidimensional baby. He will not be the son of a man but it will be
man`s sperm. “How is it possible? We do not understand it”, − many
of you will ask. But only you cannot understand it. You must be multidimensional to make a multidimensional baby. That is why We
helped Maria to bring Christ to the world. Now the situation is the
same there are no men to make a multidimensional baby with. You
cannot give birth to the God without a man, but there are no real
men?..
Real men, wake up. We are tired of conceiving from the spirit,
we would like to do it with you. We will conceive your image and
reveal it for you. Nobody talks and writes about men. Just small tales
and old legends. That is why you do not exist. I have gathered the information about you all over the Universe. Sergey will describe all
the images of men, and while describing he will feel every image of
an epic hero. He will become a hero and all the men will become real
and then …

To be continued …
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